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Executive Summary
Splicing precast / prestressed concrete piles has historically been difficult as the attachment detail
either requires preplanned considerations and cast-in connection details or requires on-site coring and
doweling when unplanned pile extensions are needed. When the pile must be driven after splicing, the
splice connection is prone to tensile failures due to the inability to transfer driving stresses through
the connection and into the other pile segment. Focusing on preplanned splices, the Florida
Department of Transportation (FDOT) limits tension stresses during driving to 250psi or 500psi for
epoxy dowel splices or mechanical splices, respectively. This can limit the ability to efficiently drive
the pile to the point that it may even be impossible. In response to the need for a more robust splicing
methodology, FDOT sought an alternative concept which formed the basis of this study. To this end,
an alternative approach that incorporated post tensioning was developed. The concept eliminates the
limitations on tension stresses during driving.
Four basic tasks were undertaken over the progression of this study: (1) modeling, design and
development of a splice concept, (2) laboratory scale testing of components and prototype spliced
piles, (3) full scale bending tests of a finalized design, and (4) a pile driving demonstration using a
spliced pile.
The design concept used embedded anchorages cast into the ends of splice pile segments where the
stress imposed by post tensioning was localized to only that portion of the concrete pile halves. The
net effect was the superposition of post tensioning stresses with the existing stresses caused by normal
prestress construction practice. Therein, the concrete near the end of the pile segments that normally
would have little to no prestress would then gain the tensile capacity that accompanied the post
tensioning process.
Laboratory testing included testing individual components to be used in the splice and flexural testing
of 14in square prestress piles spliced using the new method. In all four, 20ft long 14in square piles
were cast, spliced and tested in four point bending. Two piles served as controls, while the other two
were spliced from shorter 10ft segments. Information gained from the first splice was used to refine
the second pile splice efforts. Test results showed that the cracking moment was virtually unaffected
by the splice demonstrating tensile capacity has been transferred through the splice. The stiffness of
the second splice pile was noted to be greater and the permanent deformation was substantially less
when compared to the control piles. Lessons learned from the 14in pile tests were then applied to
subsequent full scale tests.
Full-scale tests involved casting three, 40ft long piles: two control piles and one splice pile comprised
of two, 20ft segments. After splicing, all three piles were tested in four point bending which again
showed the cracking moment to be the same and the ultimate moment was 96% of the unspliced
control and safely over the minimum required 600k-ft capacity at 636k-ft. Stiffness of the spliced was
again higher and permanent deformation signicantly less. The upper half of the spliced pile and one
half of a control pile were salvaged from the tested piles and then retested in three point (at
approximate half the span length). When compared to the control pile, the upper portion of the splice
pile showed approximately 20% increase in bending capacity. This is useful as the extra, unstressed
strand in the upper pile can bolster moment capacity at the top of the pile where most foundations
suffer the highest applied bending stresses.
The study culminated in a driving demonstration of a 100ft spliced pile specimen. Therein, both the
maximum allowable tension and compression stresses were exceeded with no adverse effects to the
splice.
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The findings of this study suggest that the concept splice design can effectively restore full capacity
for the purposes of withstanding pile driving installation and structural loading. Therein, full prestress
levels were transferred through the splice zone which no other commercial method provides.
Additionally, the splice design provides full corrosion protection as no components of the splice
breach the concrete cover.
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Chapter 1: Introducction
1.1 Back
kground
Prestressed concrete piles are wiidely used in
n bridge fouundations whhere the most common has a
solid squ
uare cross-seection (Figurre 1.1). Otheer section shhapes includding circularr or octagonaal are
also avaiilable and alll can be op
ptionally voiided to reduuce weight, material waaste, and enhhance
portabilitty [1]. Wherreas in many
y parts of th
he world the term pile enncompasses both precasst and
cast-in-place deep fo
oundation ellements, in the
t US, pilee implies a driven substtructural eleement
that is prre-fabricated
d and transpo
orted to the project
p
site. For concrette piles, mosst are construucted
in a presstress casting
g yard, transsported to th
he site, and driven withh a diesel haammer. Alteernate
hammer technologiees might bee used that include droop hammerss or those w
where the llift is
hydrauliccally or pneu
umatically activated.
a
In some counttries, such as Japan, preestressed conncrete
piles aree grouted in
nto preform
med holes to
o abide by strict vibraation and nnoise ordinaances.
Nevertheeless, the deesign of the pile involv
ves considerration not onnly of relevvant geotechhnical
condition
ns and loaading requirrements bu
ut also trannsportation, handling and installlation
procedurres.

Fig
gure 1.1. Thirty inch squ
uare solid prestressed pilles driven innto a bridge bbent layout.
A comprrehensive gu
uide on the design,
d
manu
ufacture and installation of concrete piles is avaiilable
[2] wherrein the most critical requirementss in design are: (1) pille driving sstresses musst not
damage the pile, (2)) the installled pile should withstannd imposed loads, and (3) the pilee-soil
interface must support the pile lo
oads.
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Like con
ncrete girders, columns, and decks, the
t applicatiion of prestrressing technnology to prrecast
concrete piles has haad a dramaticc effect on teensile/crackiing load, insstallation effi
ficiency, andd cost.
Comparaatively, the 1954 plans for the Gaandy Bridgee provided options forr both reinfo
forced
concrete and prestressed 20in sq
quare piles [3].
[ Thereinn, 8 – No. 8,, Grade 40 bbars (1.6% steel)
could bee optionally replaced wiith 16 – 7/16in, Grade 250 stress rrelieved straands (0.4% steel)
which prrovided 618 psi of effecttive prestress. The samee size pile byy today’s staandards usess 16 –
1/2in straands to proviide higher leevels of prestress (e.g. 10045 psi) [1].
Despite the
t advancess in precast piles and prrestress techhnology, sizee limitations still exist ddue to
the requiired transporrtation from the casting yard to the site. This is further com
mplicated in cases
where deeep water orr pockets of unsuitable soils
s
demandd piles of lenngths greater than that w
which
can be prractically haandled. Whille accommodations for tthese circum
mstances are easily addrressed
when usiing steel pilees (welded connections of
o shorter seections), for concrete piles reliable m
means
to fuse to
ogether pile segments
s
aree also needed.
1.2 Need
d for Splicess
Given th
he above lim
mitations of concrete
c
piles, they are preferably designed foor construction in
one piecce. Howeverr, field spliices may bee needed w
where pile llengths are too great tto be
transportted econom
mically or unexpected
u
soil conditiions requiree longer pile lengths than
anticipateed. To elimiinate truckin
ng-related lim
mitations, piiles can be ccast on-site. F
Figure 1.2 sshows
a temporrary casting yard on thee banks of the
t Albemarrle Sound inn North Caroolina where 30in
piles (sho
own in Figurre 1.1) were cast in a sellf-stressing bbed to better manage thee long lengthhs and
heavy tru
ucking loads.

porary castin
ng beds used for the Hauughton Road Bridge in N
North
Figure 1.2. Self-streessing, temp
Carolina to castt solid 30in ssquare piles.
plices are reequired, they
y may be drriven until bbelow grounnd or may rremain abovve. In
When sp
either case, they must be design
ned to withsttand imposeed loading aand driving fforces if theey are
g. Splice dessigns must prevent
p
disccontinuity inn force transsfer at the ssplice
driven affter splicing
point sincce this can in
nitiate failurre.
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Splicing concrete piles, the topic of this report and study, has plagued construction for decades
and out of hundreds of concepts very few have been shown successful. A post tensioned option
for splicing prestressed concrete piles is presented herein that has the potential of providing the
same level of performance gain to pile splicing that was brought about by prestressing over
reinforced concrete.
1.3 Report Organization
This report discusses the development of a post tensioned pile splice option that uses embedded
anchorages that in turn transfer full prestress through the splice region. This concept therefore
allows spliced piles to be driven to full permissible tensile stresses just as if the pile were not
spliced at all. Additionally, as the anchorages are all within the reinforcing steel cage, no adverse
effects are introduced with regards to long-term corrosion durability.
The organization of the report is broken into the five ensuing chapters. Chapter 2 provides a
background into various splicing options historically used throughout the world and in the state
of Florida. Chapter 3 is discusses the steps taken to design and develop a new splicing technique
along with component testing. Chapter 4 deals with casting 14in square prototype splice piles
along with unspliced controls, and testing them in four-point bend. Chapter 5 discusses the
efforts that parallel Chapter 4 but for full scale 24in square prestressed piles which are more in
line with the normally used piles by FDOT. And finally, Chapter 6 provides a discussion and
summary of the results as well as recommendations for the use of the newly developed splicing
system.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter provides a brief history of pile splices, and the importance of / need for a more
robust, seamless splice alternative.
2.1 Prestressed Piles
In short, the concept of prestressing is simple: by holding the reinforcing steel in tension before
the concrete is poured around it, waiting for the concrete to cure to a sufficient strength around
the pre-tensioned steel, and then releasing the pre-tensioning force in the steel, the concrete is
then pre-compressed. This shifts the origin of the concrete stress / strain diagram and gives the
concrete an apparent tensile strength in its unloaded state. When applied to piles, this allows the
concrete to stay in compression when tensile stresses that normally occur during driving are
imposed. Without it, far more steel is required to control tensile cracking.
The FDOT specifications for piles address strength and construction details that include:
permissible driving stresses, axial and bending capacity and considers the location and type of
splices that might be encountered.
2.1.1 Pile Specifications for Driving Stresses
The FDOT Specifications 455 Section 5.11.2 limits the stresses developed in prestressed
concrete piles during driving based on the Wave Equation [4] wherein the following equations
are used to determine the maximum allowed pile stresses measured during driving:
sapc = 0.7 f′c− 0.75 f pe

(1)

sapt = 6.5 (f′c)0.5+1.05 f pe

(2a) for piles less than 50 feet long

sapt = 3.25 (f′c)0.5+1.05 f pe

(2b) for piles 50 feet long and greater

sapt = 500

(2c) within 20 feet of a mechanical splice

where:
sapc= maximum allowed pile compressive stress, psi
sapt= maximum allowed pile tensile stress, psi
f′c= specified minimum compressive strength of concrete, psi
fpe= effective prestress (after all losses) at the time of driving, psi, taken as 0.8
times the initial prestress force (fpe= 0 for dowel spliced piles).
Drivability must be considered for pile splices within the proposed study. Piles without splices
are permitted to develop between 1200 and 1500 psi of tensile stresses during driving (f’c = 6000
psi) based on various FDOT approved 24in pile strand configurations.
Once a splice is made, maximum allowable tensile stresses are significantly reduced to either
250 or 500 psi for dowel or mechanical splices, respectively. This causes a 58 to 83% reduction
in the allowable tensile stresses during driving depending on which initial level is assumed (1200
4

or 1500psi). As a result, the contractor must reduce the driving energy which increases the time
required to install the piles. The 500 psi limit applies to the only FDOT-approved mechanical
splice (Sure-Lock) which in other states is driven successfully to 1000 psi tensile stress. As more
mechanical splice options become available, this may warrant a manufacturer specified rating.
If a spliced pile can maintain full prestress through the spliced region, the driving efficiency will
not be affected and associated delays can be avoided. This was a primary goal of this study.
2.1.2 Splice Specifications
Pile splices are categorized into three types by FDOT Section 455-7.7 and Standard Index No.
20601 as (1) Unforeseen, non-drivable, (2) Unforeseen drivable and (3) Preplanned drivable. The
first case is used after capacity has been satisfied during driving but the top of pile is too low to
meet the cutoff elevation. The upper half of this splice is a cast-in-place build-up and not
intended to be driven. The second case addresses the situation where capacity has not been met
unexpectedly and it may or may not be known how much farther it will need to be driven; or, in
cases where a build-up exceeds the maximum permissible length of 21ft. Epoxy-doweled splices
are essentially the only option available where the bottom pile must be cored through a template
to assure proper dowel rod placement and alignment. The upper pile is cast with embedded
dowel bars (Figures 2.6 and 2.8). The third case is perhaps the most desirable of the three
categories where splices are planned in advance and necessary provisions are met. This case can
use either an epoxy-doweled splice with preformed holes in the lower segment or the only
mechanical splice on the QPL which is the Sure-Lock / Kie-Lock system. Use of the Sure-Lock
requires a waiver from the Buy America Provisions from FHWA. The latter two cases apply to
this study wherein the third has the greatest potential for immediate improvement. However,
developing means to address unforeseen pile splices will be thoroughly reviewed.
Although driving stresses are limited to 250 or 500 psi in tension, the strength of a pile splice
must meet the following criteria for compression, tension or bending (Table 2.1) once in place
[4]:
Compressive strength = (Pile Cross sectional area) x (28 day concrete strength)
Tensile Strength = (Pile Cross sectional area) x 900 psi
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Table 2.1. Bending strength of FDOT prestressed concrete piles.
Pile Size (inches) Bending Strength (kip-feet)
18

245

20

325

24

600

30

950

2.2 Pile Splices
The ACI guide [2] states that splices may need to be designed to resist the same compression,
tension, bending and shear as the pile cross-section; FDOT has similar limitations discussed
above [4]. The potential for corrosion must also be addressed and torsional loading can arise if
the pile helmet (that transfers the load to the pile) fits too tightly on the pile preventing it from
rotating relative to the pile segment already embedded in the soil. Some of these requirements
can be minimized by appropriately locating the splice when possible.
A number of proprietary splicing systems are commercially available [5-14]. The connection
between the two segments can be made in a variety of different ways each with particular
advantages and disadvantages. Splices are generally considered to be a weak link that most
drastically affects driving. Failure of a pile splice can occur either in the splicing component
itself, or in the connection between the splicing component and the pile segments. Because of
these two independent, but equally important, possible modes of failure, pile splices can be
categorized in two ways: (1) by the mechanism in which the splicing component joins the pile
segments together, and (2) by the way in which the splicing component is anchored to the pile
segments (Figure 2.1).

Anchorage (2)

Anchorage (2)
Joint (1)

Figure 2.1. Pile splice components used to categorize splice types.
Both joining and anchorage approaches are presented herein.
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2.2.1 Joining Mecha
anism Categ
gories
In 1974, Bruce and Hebert cateegorized con
ncrete pile jjoints usingg the connecction types listed
below. Su
urprisingly little
l
has chaanged since then;
t
howevver, newer appproaches arre also discusssed.


Weld
ded – As th
he name imp
plies the en
nds of each pile segmeent are
weldeed together for form this type of spllice. This appplies to botth steel
and concrete
c
pilees. The latterr requires steeel end capss, plates or similar.
Figurre 2.2 showss a type of welded pile sp
plice tested bby FDOT [15].
o Advan
ntages
- Good flexu
ural and tenssile capacityy.
o Disad
dvantages
- High equip
pment and laabor costs.
- Susceptiblle to fatigue..
Figure 2.2. Welded pile splice



ved – This method
m
uses a steel sleev
ve with a ceenter stop / ddivider
Sleev
that is
i slid over the
t top of th
he bottom pile segment, and the botttom of
the to
op segment is
i inserted in
nto the upper portion off the sleeve ((Figure
2.3). Bruce and Hebert
H
presen
nted this as an
a un-bondeed connection.
o Advan
ntages
- Low cost and
a very littlle labor.
dvantages
o Disad
- Very little flexural cap
pacity and noo tensile cappacity.

Figure 22.3. Sleeved pilee splice



hanical – Steeel end capss, usually on
ne male andd one femalee, with
Mech
speciially designeed matching holes or gro
ooves, are caast onto the end of
each pile segment. In thee field, the steel capss are mateed and
mech
hanically co
onnected, ty
ypically by high strenggth steel ppins or
wedg
ges which arre designed to fit into the holes oor grooves ((Figure
2.4).
o Advan
ntages
- Minimal in
nstallation tiime.
- Good flexu
ural and tenssile capacityy (500-1000 psi tensile).
- Can develo
op full bend
ding capacityy.
Figure 2.4.. Mechanical pile splice
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o Disad
dvantages
- The majorrity of mecchanical spliice systems are proprieetary due too the
specialty design
d
needeed for the intterlocking piieces.
- Many are manufacture
m
ed by foreignn companiess.


Conn
nector Ring – This meth
hod is similar to the “s leeve” but a short
length
h of steel pipe
p
is add
ditionally cast into the end of eacch pile
segm
ment, protrud
ding from th
he ends. In th
he field, thee pipe sectioons are
slid into the loweer and upperr portions off a steel colllar. The pippes and
collarr may be bo
onded (weldeed, wedged, etc.) or leftt un-bonded acting
like a sleeve sp
plice (Figuree 2.5). In this
t
way, thhis could bbe also
classiified as a sleeeve, welded
d and/or a meechanical spplice.
o Advan
ntages
- Versatile – may be ch
hosen in thee field whetther or
not to be bonded or unbonded, depending on the
specific neeeds of stren
ngth, time annd cost.
c
be con
nsiderable ddepending oon the
- Strength can
anchoragee to the pile and
a the connnection detaiil.
Figure 2.5. Connnector ring-typpe splice

dvantages
o Disad
- When bon
nded or unbo
onded, strenggth is limiteed, and time must be allowed
for grout or
o epoxy to cure.
c
- When welded, suscepttible to fatiguue.
- Material cost is relativ
vely high.


s
annd protrudingg from
Doweeled – Rebaar dowels caast into one segment,
its end, are insserted into epoxy or grout
g
filled holes drilled or
prefo
ormed in the end of the lo
ower segmen
nt (Figure 2..6).
ntages
o Advan
- Low materrial cost and
d little labor.
dvantages
o Disad
- Long idle time while epoxy
e
or groout cures.
- Reduced flexural
f
and
d tensile cappacity e.g. 2250 psi
maximum tensile driviing stress, [44].
Figure 2..6. Doweled pilee splice.



Post-tensioned – Post-tension
ning ducts arre cast into tthe pile segm
ments. The ssplice is achieved
by aligning the tw
wo pile segm
ments, runniing post-tenssioning strannds or bars tthrough the ducts
follow
wed by stresssing and anchoring the strands or bbars (Figure 22.7). The syystem shownn only
requiires the first pile to prov
vide an anch
horage. Sub sequent secttions are coupled to thee first
ancho
or bar. Dywiidag and Wiilliams Form
m bar system
ms are well suuited for thiss applicationn [16,
17].
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o Advan
ntages
- Excellent flexural
f
and tensile capaacity.
- Does not rely
r on exterrnal steel com
mponents, thherefore
more duraable in marin
ne environmeents.
- Can be splliced repeateedly.

o Disad
dvantages
- Constructaability is diffficult where post tensionning is
performed
d high above ground.
- Material cost of bars can
c be high.
- Foreign prrovider.
Figure 2.7. Posst-tensioned pilee splice.

2.2.2 Anchorage Ca
ategories
Alternatiively, concreete pile splicces may be categorized by anchoraage state as eeither stressed or
unstresseed ends.


Unstrressed End Anchorage
A
– This is thee most comm
mon prestressed concrette pile wherre the
strand
d does not develop
d
full prestress wiithout a suffficient transffer length froom the endss (e.g.
transffer length = 60 timess the diameeter of the strand). Trransfer lenggth differs from
devellopment leng
gth in that development
d
t refers to em
mbedment reequired to reesist ultimatte bar
or strrand capacitty whereas transfer len
ngth only reequires enouugh embedm
ment to resisst the
jackin
ng load (≈ 0.7
0 ultimate)). At the end
ds of splicedd piles with unstressed eends, both m
modes
of baar and strand
d embedmentt superimpose stresses. A
At the end oof the pile, thhe splice eleement
is exerting full tensile loads where the concrete haas the least aamount of pprestress to resist
on.
tensio
o Advantag
ges

- Simple
S
and can be inexpeensive in reggard to consttructability.

o Disadvantages

- Capacity
C
limiited by deve lopment lenngth of reinfoorcing steel aas
well
w as by preestress lossess in the endss of the piless.
- Congestion
C
between
b
reinfforcing steell and prestreessing strandds.



Stressed End An
nchorage – This
T
stress state
s
is typiccally equatedd to post tennsioned elem
ments
where the concreete is precom
mpressed alll the way too the ends off the pile. T
The stress maay be
imposed by presttressing or by
b post tensioning. Truee post tensiooning proceddures have ffewer
losses as the elasstic shortenin
ng occurs du
uring the tennsioning. Syystems that stress the strrands
with end plates and release after concrrete cures cannot devellop the sam
me level of iinitial
9

prestress. The splicing component can be strands passed through the splice or coupling plates
which are often the same components providing prestress to concrete pile. Once the strands
are stressed and the pile is cast, the splicing component serves as an anchor for the stressed
strands and, likewise, the stressed strands serve to anchor the splicing component.
o Advantages

- Excellent capacity.

o Disadvantages

- may require specialized casting equipment
- some applications have complicated stressing configurations
- post tensioning in the field may have special safety concerns

2.2.3 Concrete Pile Splicing Systems
The need for pile splicing systems which are strong, cost effective, constructable, and durable
has produced a vast array of proprietary and non-proprietary systems which utilize different
combinations of the joining and anchoring mechanisms mentioned above. Splicing systems are
summarized below which are commonly used, in development and those under consideration, as
well as those which are relevant to this study.


Epoxy Doweled Splice – Doweled splice with unstressed end anchorage.
This is the predominant method currently used in the state of Florida. It is a doweled splice,
as described previously, which is bonded by epoxy (Figure 2.8). Although this splice type
has the disadvantage of waiting for the epoxy to cure to develop tensile capacity, this can be
circumnavigated by simply providing a cushion between the pile segments and driving the
spliced piles with wet epoxy. This dampens the impact force that may otherwise damage the
spliced ends of the piles when allowed to separate during driving. The in-place flexural
strength of the pile splice is still limited and the tensile stressed during driving are restricted
to about 250 psi [4]. Figure 2.8 shows the basic steps for constructing an epoxy dowel splice.
Note: at the completion of this process, the crane must hold the upper segment in correct
alignment until the epoxy cures to sufficient strength.
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Figure 2.8.
2 Epoxy-d
doweled spliice: bottom pile cored ((top left); uppper segmennt cast with rebar
hoisted for
f insertion (top right); aligning reb
bar while low
wering (bottoom left); pouuring epoxy prior
to final descent
d
(botto
om right).


Kie-L
Lock (formeerly Sure-L
Lock) Splice – Mechaniccal splice witth unstressedd ends.
This is a mechan
nical splice with
w unstresssed end anchhorages. It uuses two steeel caps, one male
and one
o female, with
w matchin
ng grooves that
t
line up w
when the caaps are joined and are boonded
togeth
her by high
h strength steeel pins whiich are inseerted into thee alignmentt grooves (F
Figure
2.9). The steel caps
c
are ancchored to th
he piles by rrebar, extennding about 7 feet into each
segm
ment. A disad
dvantage off the system is that, on the female side of the splice, the rebar
ancho
orage must be
b bent in orrder to have enough covver to develoop a bond [55]. In FDOT
T load
tests, the splice exceeded
e
thee expected pile
p capaciti es but produuced a signiificant amouunt of
king in the concrete
c
aro
ound the ben
nt rebar. Crracking undeer design looads is a conncern
crack
regarrding durabillity in marin
ne environm
ments. Otherw
wise the Kiee-Lock splicce is a strongg and
econo
omical systeem and has th
hus been exttensively useed in Floridaa as well as other parts oof the
counttry in the paast. The receent purchase of Sure-Locck by a Cannadian company has renddered
this trried productt less desirab
ble on transp
portation proojects in the U
U.S. due to the Buy Am
merica
Proviisions [18].
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Figurre 2.9. Sure--Lock mechaanical splicee reinforcingg detail (left); key mechaanisms (rightt).



ICP Piles
P
– Weld
ded splice wiith stressed ends.
e
Thesee specially made
m
spun-ccast cylindriccal piles incoorporate welld-able end pplate splicess with
stresssed ends, which
w
give them
t
excelleent flexural and tensilee capacity [[9]. The levvel of
effecttive stress iss subject to losses
l
from elastic
e
shorttening but is uniform thrroughout thee pile.
Altho
ough these piles
p
are currrently produ
uced in Canaada and Mallaysia, and thhus not prefferred
on do
omestic tran
nsportation projects,
p
FD
DOT has doone both labboratory andd field testinng on
these piles and their splices. Capacitiees, in both service andd driving, w
were found tto be
satisffactory [15]. Primary co
oncerns inclu
uded durabillity issues, ddue to crackiing under seervice
loadss, limited co
oncrete cover, and brittle failure, poossibly attribbuted to spoot welding oof the
reinfo
orcement [6]. Figure 2.10 shows th
he basic reinnforcing schheme; Figurre 2.1 showss this
brand
d of pile bein
ng welded to
ogether.

Figurre 2.10. ICP
P Post tensio
oned segmen
nts with steeel end platess welded toggether to proovide
splicee connection
n (See also Figure
F
2.2).



GCP
P, Post-Tenssioned Concrete Cylin
nder Piles ((FDOT Ind
dex 20654) – Post-tensiioned
splicee with stresssed intermed
diate segment ends.
Thesee are spun cast
c cylindriical piles wh
hich are casst as relativeely short reiinforced conncrete
pile segments
s
(e.g.16ft), then
n spliced tog
gether by fulll-length postt-tensioning (Figure 2.11). In
this splice,
s
the joining mechaanism and an
nchorage meechanism aree one in the ssame, fallingg into
the categories
c
of
o a post-ten
nsioned spliice with strressed ends for all inttermediate ssplice
locatiions. Thereffore the main
n body of th
he pile and thhe intermediiate splices aare not subjeect to
losses from elasttic shortenin
ng. Spun casst, post-tenssioned cylindrical piles are produceed by
Gulf Coast Pre-sttress, Inc. an
nd used exten
nsively in thhe Gulf Coasst area. Thesse piles have been
wn to be high
hly durable in marine en
nvironmentss [8 and 19]. The majorr downfall too this
show
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type of splicing system is that subsequ
uent splicess after the iinitial assem
mbly requiree less
effecttive means which fall back
b
into th
he unstresseed end anchoorage as shhown in Stanndard
Index
x 20654 [4].

Figurre 2.11. Cy
ylinder pile segments alligned with post tensioon strands inn preparatioon for
stresssing.


NU Chuck
C
Splicce – Bolted sp
plice with sttressed ends..
This splicing meethod stems from a receent design ffrom the Unniversity of Nebraska aand is
currently not yet in use (Tadros et al, 2011; U of N, 2012). Thiss system is ssimilar to thee ICP
system
m except with
w a bolted
d connection detail. Wheere ICP uses high strenngth bars thrrough
end plates
p
with buttoned
b
end
ds, this conccept uses strrands througgh end platees with “onee-time
use” chucks. Theerefore it caan be catego
orizes as strressed ends with boltedd joints. Thee end
platess provide reccesses in thee concrete to
o provide acccess to tightten four hex nuts on threeaded
rods to approxim
mately 1000 ft-lbs (Figurre 2.12). Likke the ICP ssystem the eeffective streess is
subjeect to losses from
f
elastic shortening.
Load
d tests performed by both
h University of Nebraskaa and FDOT
T, independeently, showedd that
the splice could be used to satisfy cap
pacity requirrements. Hoowever, in bboth tests, bbrittle
failurre was obserrved, most liikely attribu
uted to the laarge recessess required att the edges oof the
pile cross sectio
on [20]. Alsso, in the teests perform
med by Uniiversity of N
Nebraska, sstrand
slippaage occurred
d, likely resu
ulting from the
t speciallyy designed “oone-time usee” chucks ussed to
seat the strandss. Another limitation of
o this spliice design is its restriiction on sstrand
a strands caannot be placced in the aareas of the cross section which muust be
configurations, as
voideed for tensio
oning of the rod. This was
w noted in the study doone by FDO
OT resulting in an
altern
nate design, in which th
he voids weere placed att the cornerrs rather thann the edges. The
latterr configuratio
on, howeverr, was less su
uccessful [200].
Altho
ough not notted in either study, this splice
s
is entiirely dependdent on the chhuck anchorrages.
Despite numerou
us wedges provide
p
somee redundanccy, if wedgee slippage occurs there is no
secon
ndary load path
p
to main
ntain connecction betweeen the end pplates and thhe pile segm
ments.
Durab
bility of the splice would
d therefore be
b similarly degraded byy exposure oof the wedgess.
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Figurre 2.12. University of Nebraska
N
splice concept aalso tested byy FDOT.


Void
ded Pile Spliice – Sleeve splice
s
with unstressed
u
ennds.
m
was designed by
y the Univversity of Florida in 2003 for spllicing
This splicing method
oids. In this system a steeel tube is innserted in thee voided seggment
prestrressed piles cast with vo
where the pile is to be spliceed [21]. The exterior of tthe steel tubbe is bonded to the interiior of
the voided
v
pile with
w grout. In
I both laboratory and ffield testing,, capacity reequirements were
satisffied. The dissadvantage noted
n
by the study was thhat driving ccannot resum
me until the grout
has reached
r
its design
d
streng
gth (about 20-24
2
hours after placem
ment). If thee piles are ddriven
beforre the grout has achieved
d proper streength, the coompression and tension waves will force
the stteel tube ou
ut of place, possibly aw
way from thee joint comppletely. Figuure 2.13 shoows a
schem
matic of this splice detail.

d
for voidded precast ppiles.
Figurre 2.13. Inteernal collar-ttype splice detail



A Mechanica
al Splicer – Mechanicall splice with unstressed eend anchoraage.
GYA
This splice was developed and patenteed in Israel in the late 1990’s by SADNAT GYA
Kalm
man Ltd. It iss a variation of the Kie-L
Lock splice w
which uses ttwo steel capps, each withh four
groov
ved pins and
d four holes in an alternaating patternn (Figure 2.114). The caps are anchorred to
the pile segmentss by 40 inch
hes of rebar welded to tthe backsidee of the capss. When spliicing,
the piins and holees pieces are aligned and
d joined. Eighht slots in thhe side of thee steel caps aallow
forks to be inserted which locck into the grooves
g
of thhe pins. Thiss splice has pperformed w
well in
load tests
t
in Israeel and is currrently in use on several pprojects [11]].
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Figure
F
2.14. Mechanicaal splicer dev
veloped by G
GYA Kalmann, Ltd used iin Israel.



Maca
alloy Splice – Post-tensiioned splice with stresseed ends.
Altho
ough this sp
plice has beeen used in
n England w
where it waas originallyy patented (now
expirred), there arre no publish
hed case stud
dies of its usse in the US
S. Other thann the GCP Piiles it
is thee only truly post-tension
ned pile spllice to be teested or used. This splice requires posttensio
oning bars to
o be anchoreed at one end
d in the first pile segmennt by an embbedded anchhoring
system
m and protrruding from the end of the pile seggment at thee other end. The secondd pile
segm
ment is cast with
w ducts to
o allow for another
a
set of post tensiooning bars (F
Figure 2.15)). The
first pile
p segmentt is driven using
u
a drivin
ng helmet too protect thee protruding bars. The seecond
set off bars is run through thee ducts in thee second pilee segment annd threaded into the firsst pile
whilee the pile seg
gment is beiing lowered down to thee first. Oncee the post-tennsioning barrs are
couplled, the seco
ond pile low
wered compleetely down aand the bars are tensioneed by a hydrraulic
jack at
a the top off the pile, an
nd then anch
hored [7]. A disadvantagge to this meethod is thatt post
tensio
oning is co
onducted att the top of the seccond pile w
which may require sppecial
consiiderations to provide safe
fe access.

Figurre 2.15. Maacalloy splicce details th
hat uses full length postt tensioningg rods to proovide
splicee continuity..
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All of the above systems have proven to be viable alternatives for splicing precast concrete piles.
However, they all have shortcomings which complicate their use for every application. The
following table (Table 2.2) describes the important aspects of the splicing systems and provides a
summary of how each system rates in these aspects.

Capacity

Flexural and tensile strength required for both driving forces and design loads.
It is the goal of most splicing systems to match the capacity of the un-spliced
pile.

Failure Type

Ductile failure is always preferred, but is especially desired in areas where
ship impact is considered.

Durability

This is of utmost concern in marine environments. Durability of a splice
pertains to its own likelihood of corrosion as well as its tendency cause cracks
in the pile which allow for corrosion of reinforcement and stressed strands.
This is only of concern when the splice comes to rest above the mudline.

Installation

This is a combination of the time and labor involved in achieving the splice in
the field.

Production

US made Yes / No. Only domestically produced products may be used on
transportation projects in the U.S. without special exceptions.

Epoxy Dowel

Table 2.2. Summary of splicing systems.
Capacity
Failure Type
Durability
Installation
Moderate /
Poor
Ductile
Good
Poor

Production
Yes

Kie-Lock

Good

Ductile

Moderate

Good

No

ICP Piles

Good

Brittle

Moderate

Moderate

No

GCP Piles

Good

Ductile

Good

Poor

Yes

NU Chuck

Good

Brittle

Moderate

Un-tested /
Moderate

Yes

UF Tube

Good

Ductile

Good

Poor

Yes

GYA
Mechanical

Good

Ductile

Moderate

Good

No

Macalloy

Good

Ductile

Good

Moderate /
Poor

No
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2.3 FHWA Buy America
The FHWA statutory provisions for Buy America [18] directly apply to all steel or iron products
used on roadway projects which include pile splicing materials. This provision can be found in
Title 23 United States Code, Section 313; subparagraph (a) states:
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Secretary of Transportation shall not
obligate any funds authorized to be appropriated to carry out the Surface Transportation
Assistance Act of 1982 (96 Stat. 2097) or this title and administered by the Department of
Transportation, unless steel, iron, and manufactured products used in such project are
produced in the United States
Despite a wide range of pile splicing technologies, there is still need to provide an efficient, costeffective, and structurally robust concrete pile splice. Presently, only one such splice has been
approved by FDOT and it is restricted due to foreign supplier rules.
Further considerations should also address corrosion resistance for applications in harsh marine
environments.
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Chapter 3: Design of Concept Splicing
S
Systtem and Com
mponent Teesting
This chap
pter discussees the design
n, fabrication
n and testingg of splicingg componentts required foor the
concept splicing
s
systtem.
3.1 Conccept Pile Splice
At the on
nset of this study,
s
four basic
b
concep
pts were envvisioned thatt dealt with eembedded aand/or
external anchorages (Figure 3.1
1). These basically inclluded: (1) iintermediatee post tensiooning
anchorag
ges (along th
he pile sidees) on both the upper and lower ppile segmennt, (2) embeedded
anchorag
ges cast into the lower pile
p with full length posst tensioningg of the uppeer segment, (3) a
combinattion of first two
t where embedded an
nchorages aree used on thhe lower pile and intermeediate
anchorag
ges are used on the uppeer pile (or vicce versa) andd (4) unstresssed strands embedded iinto a
standard pile section (upper) with
w
extensiions that caan be threaded into a lower pile with
intermed
diate anchoraages.

Figure
F
3.1. Basic
B
concep
pts for post teensioned pille splices.
Concept 1 used all externally accessed in
ntermediate anchoragess. Concept 2 used stanndard
e
with
w individu
ual ducts in the lower seegment and full length ducts
prestressing chucks embedded
18

througho
out the uppeer segment. This is a variation
v
off the Macallloy splice ddiscussed eaarlier.
Concept 3 combined
d embedded
d chucks and
d intermediaate anchoragges while C
Concept 4 siimply
embeddeed unstressed
d strands intto the upperr segment thhat extend out of the pille with suffi
ficient
length to thread throu
ugh ducts in the lower seegment to inntermediate aanchorages. Figure 3.2 sshows
gs of interm
mediate anchorages ussed in a C
Concept 1 configuratioon (intermeediate
rendering
anchorag
ges in both seegments).
Strandss
threaded
and strressed
on
nsite

Figure 3.2.
3 Conceptt 1 splice caast into pile (left), samee view show
wn without cconcrete (center),
down-loo
oking view of
o curved du
ucts and end plates (rightt); spirals rem
moved for cllarity.
Is such a concept were to bee possible, an importaant consideeration in itts design iss the
superposition of long
gitudinal strresses in thee concrete. Inn prestresseed piles, the transfer of force
between strands and concrete is not present at the ends. Therefore thhe stress proofile of the ppile is
pletely unifo
orm but ratheer has region
ns at the endds where thee prestress ddecreases to zero.
not comp
This regiion can be an
nywhere up to 3 feet, deepending on strand size, concrete strrength, bondd, etc.
In traditionally spliceed piles, thiss results in zero
z
prestres s at the splicce joint and a relatively large
region off reduced prrestress arou
und it. The inherent
i
advvantage of a post-tensionned splice iss that
precomprression of the
t concretee can be maintained
m
thhrough this region. Hoowever, as posttensionin
ng strands ex
xtend away from
f
the spliice joint, thee superpositiion of initiall prestressingg and
post-tenssioning forcees can resultt in a state of
o excessive precompresssion in the ppile, as show
wn in
Figure 3..3. To combaat this, the co
oncept of staaggered postt-tensioning anchorages was exploreed for
the proto
otype splice design. By staggering the intermeediate anchoorages of thee post-tensiooning
strands, the
t additionaal compression in the pile can be ggradually inccreased in a stepwise maanner
19

so that itt offsets the gradual deccrease of thee initial presttress, like thhat shown inn Figure 3.4. The
number of
o staggered
d points can be as many as half the nnumber of sstrands used.. Therein, strrands
on oppossite sides of the center point of the pile
p cross secction can bee paired at thhe same elevvation
so as not to put the pile in a state of permanent eccentric loading.

Figure 3.3. Superpossition of initial prestressiing and stressses from a ppost-tensionned splice.
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Figure 3.4.
3 Superpo
osition of in
nitial prestressing and a post-tensioned splicee with stagggered
anchorag
ges (24 strands).

Addition
nal stress con
nsiderations include lateeral tension and compreession in the concrete aat the
location where splice strands deeviate outwaards and beaaring stressees at the ancchorage locaations
3
Figure 3.6 illustrates how thesse problems can be mitiigated. Laterral stresses aat the
(Figure 3.5).
deviation
ns can be red
duced by pro
oviding transsverse reinfoorcement steeel. This reinnforcement can be
in the forrm of steel hoops
h
that en
ncircle the du
ucts and act as confinem
ment or bars that link bettween
opposing
g pairs of du
ucts. Bearing
g stresses caan be reduceed by using intermediatee anchoragess that
have adeequate surfacce area and stiffness
s
to distribute
d
thee load. Manny products aare commerccially
availablee, like the on
ne shown in Figure 3.6 (from DSI), bbut it is posssible that ann anchorage ccould
be custom
m made to better serve th
his applicatio
on. This wass the approaach taken andd discussed llater.
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Figure 3.5. Local strresses at deviations and anchorages.
a

Figure 3.6. Transverrse reinforcement and an
nchor plates uused to mitiggate stressess.

In an efffort to move forward fro
om concepts to prototypiing, both nuumerical andd physical m
models
were dev
veloped.
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3.2 Numerical Modeling
Moving from the concept designs to a prototype design requires an up-front analysis of the
stresses that that will be expected. The effects of curved tendons, interior anchorages, additional
confinement, and the overlapping of prestressed and post-tensioned sections must all be
investigated. This requires rigorous numerical modeling which was undertaken using COMSOL,
a finite element method program. For more typical prestressing applications however, analytical
methods are readily available and are used herein to help ensure the validity of computer model
results.
Table 3.1 shows the specifications, as well as derived dimensions and material properties, for a
FDOT standard 24” square prestressed concrete pile with a 24 strand configuration. Table 3.2
provides calculated values based on AASHTO and ACI estimation methods for transfer stresses,
prestress losses, and transfer length. Figures 3.7 - 3.11 show model results for the same pile
immediately after transfer. The results are comparable to analytical methods.

Table 3.1. 24" square prestressed concrete pile specifications and derived values
B
Ns
dps

24
24
0.5

in
in

Square pile size
Number of strands
Diameter of strands

Aps

0.153

in2

Area of single strand

FpJ1
fpJ1
fpu
fpy

31
202.6
270
243

k
ksi
ksi
ksi

f'ci

6000

Eps
Eci
ttr

27000
4415
7

Jacking force
Jacking stress
Ultimate strength, prestressing steel
Yield strength, prestressing steel
Compressive strength, concrete at
psi
transfer
ksi Elastic modulus, prestressing steel
ksi Elastic modulus, concrete at transfer
days Time between jacking and transfer
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Table 3.2. Estimattion of lossess, resulting sstresses, andd transfer lenngth
fpJJ1
DffpR1
p

202.6
3.199

ksi
ksi

DffpES
p

7.109

ksi

fpi
p
fcic
DffpTD
p
fpe
p
fce
c
h
lt

192.3
1.226
30.0
162.3
1.035
0.84
27.1

ksi
ksi
ksi
ksi
ksi
in

Jaacking stress
Lo
oss due to strrand relaxatiion before trransfer (AAS
SHTO)
Lo
oss due to elastic shorrtening imm
mediately aft
fter transfer
(A
AASHTO)
In
nitial stress in
n strands imm
mediately affter transfer
In
nitial stress in
n concrete im
mmediately aafter transfer
Lu
ump-sum esttimate of tim
me-dependennt losses (AA
ASHTO)
Efffective stresss in strands after all lossses
Efffective stresss in concrette after all loosses
Raatio of effecttive stress too initial stresss
Trransfer lengtth (Naaman & ACI)

In COMS
SOL, a 12ft long pile was modeled with all paraameters as th
they are in T
Table 3.1. Strrands
were located accordiing FDOT design
d
stand
dards – one sstrand in eaach corner annd the remaaining
equally spaced
s
with a cover of 3iin and a tie diameter
d
of 00.208in. Thee loss due to strand relaxxation
prior to trransfer was input as it iss in Table 3.2
2, but the lo ss due to elaastic shortenning was left to be
computed
d by the model.
m
In do
oing this, th
he validity oof the moddel could bee evaluated by a
comparisson of the sttresses in the strands an
nd concrete iimmediatelyy after transffer (fpi and fci) as
well as the
t transfer length in the
t strands (lt). In ordeer to get reealistic resullts, an addittional
property characteriziing the bond
d relationship
p between cconcrete andd strands hadd to be estim
mated.
Work done by Balazs (1992) deffines a non-llinear bond sstress-slip reelationship fo
for ½ inch strrands
and 5.8k
ksi concrete. For modeliing purposess, a simplifiied linear reelationship w
was derived from
Balazs’ work,
w
resultiing in a bond-slip stiffneess of 30ksii/in. Figures 3.7 - 3.11 sshow the settup of
the modeel and resultss for the state of the pile immediatelyy after transfer.

Figure 3.7. Model geometry and b oundary connditions
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Elastiic Shortening

Figure 3.8. Mod
del solution, 33D renderinng

3
Model solution, lo
ongitudinal stress variaation along mid-plane of pile (bllue =
Figure 3.9.
compresssion, red = teension)
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Transfer length
l

3
Model solution
s
(blu
ue) and analy
ytical approxximation (grreen) of stresss variation aalong
Figure 3.10.
a single strand
s

Figure 3.11.
3
Model solution
s
(blu
ue) and analy
ytical approxximation (grreen) of stresss variation aalong
centerline of concretee
To gain a better und
derstanding of the distrribution of tthese stressees in the pille, finite eleement
modeling
g was used to analyze different
d
con
nfigurationss. Table 3.3 shows the input param
meters
used for two 14in piile models that
t
were ussed to comp are the effects of confinnement steeel and
p
size. The
T 14in sizee was selectted as a connvenient dim
mension for tthe first rounnd of
anchor plate
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prototypes. Model 1 showed the effects when no specialized deviator reinforcement was used
and Model 2 included deviator bars with a larger area anchorage.
Table 3.3. Model parameters for 14in prototype splice piles
Model 1

Model 2

Pile size

14 in.

14 in.

Prestressing

(8) ½“ strands @ 31 kips

(8) ½“ strands @ 31 kips

Post-tensioning

(8) ½“ strands @ 31 kips

(8) ½“ strands @ 31 kips

Anchorage location

2 ft.

2 ft.

Deviation angle, radius

20o, 5”

20o, 5”

Anchor plate

1.8”x1.8”x0.5”

2.5”x3”x0.75”

Confinement steel

None

(8) #3 ties

Figures 3.12 – 3.14 show comparisons of results from these models. Both the longitudinal stress
profiles (Figure 3.12) and the contact pressure on the surface of the anchors (Figure 3.14) show
that the anchor plate dimensions used in Model 1 cause bearing stresses in the concrete in excess
of 6000 psi. The anchor plate dimensions used in Model 2 however, bring these stresses to a
more acceptable level. While the modeled anchor plate is 0.75”, a thinner plate with stiffeners,
like that shown in Figure 3.6, could provide equivalent results. The effects of confinement steel
are seen in the transverse stress profiles (Figure 3.13), where the tension in the concrete at the
center of the pile due to the deviated strands is significantly reduced when reinforcement is
present. However the model does not show a reduction in the compressive stresses on the
concave side of the deviation. This is due to a simplification in the geometry of the model
wherein a gap exists between the steel ties and the ducts. In practice, the transverse steel would
be in contact with, or possibly fastened to, the ducts.
Two primary findings were taken from these numerical models: (1) increased compression stress
in front of the anchorages would need to be addressed in the form of increased confinement steel
and, (2) deviator stresses would require tension struts to eliminate the possibility of internal
concrete cracking.
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Model 1

Model 2

Figure 3.12. Longitu
udinal stressees in concrette (psi).

Model 1

Model 2

Figure 3.13. Transveerse stresses in concrete (psi).
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Model 1

Model 2

3
Contaact pressuree on anchor plates (inn psi) for two differeent anchor plate
Figure 3.14.
dimensio
ons.
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3.3 Physical Modeling
Physical models weere developeed to serve as practicallity checks which coulld quickly rreveal
oversightts not easily detected in CAD based design draw
wings (Figurre 3.15). Theese were baseed on
14in squaare pile prottotypes. Orig
ginal drawin
ngs placed thhe strands ass far from thhe neutral axxis as
possible at the splicee location (p
pile segmen
nt ends) thatt would thenn deviate sliightly towarrd the
middle of
o the pile as
a the duct got
g farther from
f
the endds. The inteent was to ppreserve as m
much
geometric advantagee (higher mo
oment of ineertia) at the ssplice regionn where the only reinfoorcing
steel wou
uld be the po
ost tensionin
ng strands. Ph
hysical mod els showed tthis to be im
mpractical.

Figure 3.15.
3
Anchorrage layout shows
s
minim
mal interferennce with stirrrups.
r
versiion of Figuree 3.15 wheree the ducts ddid not deviaate from the corners, a header
Using a refined
plate asseembly was fabricated
f
where
w
the surrfaces of the outer faces were perfecctly parallel.. This
would prrovide for a near perfect mating of the two spl iced pile seggments. A m
mock castingg bed
layout was
w then setu
up in the laaboratory to show how stirrup and duct interfe
ferences couuld be
minimizeed. Where po
ossible, off the
t shelf (OT
TS) compon ents were ussed or modiffied for use.
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mponent Fa
abrication / Modificatio
on
3.3.1 Com
Chuck Assembly:
A
Standard ½in spring loadeed, quarter-tuurn back chuucks were seelected for uuse in
this study
y (Figure 3.1
16) with min
nor modificaations.
3 1/8in

3/16in
3

1/2inn

1 3/8in

3/4inn

3/16in
3

1/2inn

Figure 3.16. Chuck
k dimensionss (as-receiveed).
The OTS
S chucks weere machineed to fit thee outer dimeension of 3//4in metal eelectrical coonduit
(EMT) which
w
had an
n outer diameeter of 15/16
6in as shownn in Figure 3.17.

3 1/8iin

1 3/4in

15/16in

1/4in

Figure 3.17. Modificattion of chuck
k in lathe (leeft) finished dimensions (right).
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The mod
dified chuck was then welded
w
to a 3”
3 x 2 ½” x ¾” steel beearing plate with a matcching
centered 15/16in holee. The finish
hed chuck asssembly is shhown in Figuure 3.18.

15/16in
3in

1 3/4in

3in x 2 ½in x ¾in
Steel
S
Bearing Plate

3/4in

Figure 3.18. Finished chuckk assembly.
Splice / Casting Header: A sp
pecial interm
mediate headder was fabbricated to aaccommodatte the
additionaal ductwork associated with
w embedd
ded chucks as well as th
the standard strand locattions.
Figures 3.19
3 through
h 3.21 show the
t fabricatio
on of the spllice header.
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Figure
F
3.19.. Drilling loccations for sttrands and du
ductwork intoo the splicingg header.

Figure 3.20
0. Milling heeader plates to
t provide sm
mooth, paralllel contact ssurfaces.
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Figure 3.21. Finish
hed splice heeader assembbly.
Fabricatiion of Alignm
ment Plates:: To ensure uniform andd proper possition of the ducts througghout
the length
h of the splice, special alignment
a
plaates were m
made which ffixed the locaation of the ducts
relative to
t the strand
ds. They weere fabricated
d from 20gaa sheet metaal and cut too allow adequate
concrete flow and im
mpose minim
mal conflict with
w shear reeinforcemennt stirrups. Figure 3.22 sshows
a single alignment
a
pllate.

Figure 3.22
2. Alignmennt plate.
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To test th
he overall component
c
laayout and clearances, an initial asssembly was performed iin the
laboratorry in a mock
k casting bed
d. This proviided the luxuury of a conttrolled envirronment in w
which
the assem
mbly pattern could be optimized with all spplice compoonents, strannds, and stiirrups
included. This processs is shown in
i Figures 3.23 and 3.244.

Figuree 3.23. Mock
k casting bed
d assembly – placement oof componennts.
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3
Mock assembly – componen
nts in place (left) and stirrups beinng tied (rigght &
Figure 3.24.
bottom).
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3.4 Concept Redirection
Physical modeling revealed a conceptual / design flaw that could not be eliminated and
redirected the entire concept. Two conflicting needs could not be met: (1) the smallest radius of
curvature that a single strand can easily negotiate and be pushed by hand through the ducts is
approximately 4 to 5ft and (2) the largest radius of the duct so that it can pass through the
stirrups without drastically affecting the stirrup spacing is closer to 4 to 5in. Even if the strand
could be pushed through the tight turn, the tight radius in the duct would make losses in the
strand too high to achieve a usable level of prestress.
This led to an adaptation incorporating dually embedded anchorages where the lower pile
segment is exactly as shown in Concept 2 or 3 (Figure 3.1), but the upper pile segment is
equipped with similarly embedded anchorages within close proximity to the spliced end. The
strands, however, extend through the upper pile segment anchorages to the top of pile where the
strands can be stressed, but the locked in stress after the jack is released resides only in the
regions of the pile adjacent the splice. All anchorages would still be the same commonly
available prestressing chucks with spring loaded end caps and wedges adapted with a bearing
plate. Figure 3.25 shows the two phases of the splice during stressing: initial forces applied via
jacking at the upper pile end, and the final force applied only in the splicing region between the
embedded chucks.
Initial Jacking forces

Final Splicing Strand forces

Figure 3.25. Dually embedded anchorage concept.
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3.5 Component Testting
Using th
he input from
m numericall and physiccal modelingg as well ass the redireccted conceptt that
stemmed
d from these efforts, a series of com
mponent testts were perfformed as a final step bbefore
committiing to specim
men casting.
As with all short strrand post teensioning ap
pplications, wedge settiing losses caan be signifficant
where th
he overall sttrand elongaation is sim
milar in magnnitude to thhe wedge seetting movem
ment.
These lo
osses can bee offset thro
ough the use of hydrauulically actuuated wedgee setting sysstems
(power wedge
w
setterrs). For a po
ower wedge set system to be effecctive it mustt be able to push
directly on
o the wedges and for th
he concept shown
s
in Figgure 3.18, thhis distance m
may be veryy long
(e.g. 50-100ft). As a result, a series of chucck improvem
ment experim
ments were cconducted too first
determin
ne the magniitude of loss associated with
w normall spring loadded wedges and then to what
extent theese losses co
ould be redu
uced.
The stran
nd length sellected for sp
plicing was 50in
5
based oon transfer leength estimaates and usinng the
staggered
d anchorage concept (grradually tran
nsition and suuperimpose post tensionning stressess with
the linearrly increasin
ng prestress). Therefore, all splice sttrands were sset to be thee same lengthh and
were staaggered wheereby one sttrand termin
nated 10in ffrom the ennd of one ppile segmentt and
extended
d 40in into th
he end of thee other pile segment.
s
Forr the eight sttrand prototyype, strands were
in pairs starting
s
a 10, 20, 30, and
d 40in from the splice ennd of one piile segment aand terminatted at
40, 30, 20, and 10in, respectively
y, from the splice
s
end off the other piile segment. By placing them
o unusual torrsional or ben
nding forcess would resuult (Figure 3..26).
in opposiing pairs, no

Figure 3.26.
3
Splice header with
h staggered ducts
d
and em
mbedded chuuck assembllies; all ductts are
the same length.
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Using a 50in spacing between chucks, a series of wedge setting tests were conducted that
measured the losses from varying wedge setting methodologies. This included normal chucks
with spring-loaded back caps, a power wedge setting jack that directly pressed on the wedges,
and two variations of shims placed between spring and wedges in standard spring-loaded back
caps.
When jacking the 50in long, 1/2in strands (270ksi) to 80% of ultimate (33 kips) and releasing
where only the spring loaded caps pushed the wedges into the locked position, the load fell to
20kips. This corresponded to 0.15in of wedge travel before seating (PL/AE). For a 14in square
pile with 8 strands, that equates to 816 psi concrete prestress (target design level is 1000psi
minimum). Using a power wedge setting jack the final load after release was 25.5 kips (or 1041
psi concrete prestress). While this level of prestress is reasonable, it is not a practical solution for
embedded intermediate anchorages with the wedges so far from the jacking surface. Therefore,
shims were inserted between the spring and wedges to reduce the 0.15in of wedge travel to a
more acceptable level of movement and loss. Figure 3.27 shows the effect of one and two shim
washers relative to the other two methods. The net result from using two 0.060 inch shim
washers was a final load after release of 26.5 kips (1080 ksi). This corresponds to a 0.11in wedge
set movement.
35
30

Load (kips)

25
20

Spring Only

15

One Washer

10

Two Washers

5

Power
Wedge Set

0
0

50

100

150
200
Time (sec)

250

300

350

Figure 3.27. Effect of varied wedge setting techniques on final posttensioning force.
While, the increased final load was directly proportional to the thickness of the shim washers, an
upper limit also existed where too many shims restricted the ability of the wedges to open
enough for the strand to pass through. Likewise, there is always some movement required to full
seat the wedges which is accompanied by depressions of the wedge teeth cutting into /
imprinting the strands. Therefore, for the prototype splice pile system, the lower pile was
equipped with spring only chucks while the upper pile segment was equipped with two, 0.060in
shim washers in each chuck. Recall, the lower pile chucks will seat immediately during jacking;
only the upper pile will experience wedge setting losses.
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Chapteer 4: Prototyype Splice Pi
Pile Tests (144in)
This chap
pter discussees the steps taken
t
to castt, splice and load test 14iin square preestressed pilles.
4.1 Labo
oratory Scalle Prestressing Bed
To fully monitor thee prestressing
g process, a prestressingg bed / castiing facility w
was designedd and
pus that coulld cast 14in square pile specimens uup to 25ft loong. The bedd was
constructted on camp
designed
d as a self-strressing assem
mbly that incorporated ppreviously cast 14in conncrete piles aas the
three com
mpression sttruts obtaineed from a lo
ocal casting yard (Figurre 4.1). The design therrefore
provided
d the opportu
unity to cast two piles at a time so thhat with eachh spliced pille cast (two 10 ft.
segmentss), an unsplicced control pile
p (one 20 ft. segment)) could also bbe cast and ttested. Figurre 4.2
shows th
he componeents for the casting bed roughly llaid out. Ass square piiles are typiically
constructted with a slight side taper to faacilitate rem
moval from the bed, thhe commerccially
produced
d piles that were
w
purchaased for the laboratory ccasting weree oriented to make use oof the
tapered sides.
s
Thereffore, by instaalling the pilles flipped oover from thheir orientatioon in the oriiginal
casting bed
b (up-side--down), the tapered sidees produced the same taaper in the laaboratory caasting
bed so th
hat the test piiles could bee easily remo
oved from thhe laboratoryy bed as well.

Figure 4.1.
4 Drawing
g of casting bbed for test ppiles.
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Fig
gure 4.2. Caasting bed coomponents.
4.1.1 Cassting Bed Modeling
M
Design of
o a self-stressing casting bed is nott a trivial maatter in that the stressinng forces muust be
safely wiithstood while also imp
posing no ap
ppreciable ddeformationss. To this ennd, finite eleement
analyses were used to
t analyze th
he performaance of the bbed under jaacking loads. Figures 4.33 and
w that stresses in the header platte and conttact pressuree on the piiles were w
within
4.4 show
acceptable limits. Ho
owever, ben
nding in the header platee caused higgher stressess on the insiide of
the outerr compressio
on struts and
d an associaated eccentriic load on thhose piles. F
Figure 4.5 sshows
lateral displacement
d
t of the outter piles was estimatedd be just uunder 0.25inn. To reducce or
completeely eliminatee this lateral distortion, th
he distributi on of contacct pressure oon these piless was
tailored to
t reduce th
he level of eccentric
e
loaading. This was achievved by insertting thin beearing
plates beetween the header
h
platees and the piles
p
and siizing them sso that the concentratioon of
contact pressure
p
mov
ved away fro
om the edgee of the piless. The exactt location off these platess was
determin
ned using add
ditional finitte element modeling.
m
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Piles

Header
Plate

Figure 4.3.
4 Stresses from flexuree in the head
der plate, andd from combbined flexuree and
compresssion in the piles (psi).

Figurre 4.4. Conttact pressure between he ader plate annd piles (psi).
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Figure 4.5. Lateral displacemennt of outer piles.
d series of models
m
was run to show
w what amouunt of platee offset would be requirred to
A second
reduce th
he lateral disstortion to minimal
m
leveels. A lead pplate with a thickness oof 1/8 inchess was
used betw
ween the heaader plate an
nd placed offf-center withh respect to the end of thhe outer conncrete
piles.
This seriies of modeels was anallyzed using a quarter m
model with the correspoonding bounndary
condition
ns constraineed to save the
t computaational time. The quarteer model was established as
shown in
n Figure 4.6, using ANSY
YS.
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Figure 4.6. Established Quuarter Model
Since thee steel plate is subjected
d to in-planee tension, b ending and out-of-planee compression, it
cannot bee simply mo
odeled as a plane
p
stress element. Thherefore, a m
more sophistiicated 3D 8--node
shell elem
ment 281 was
w used (Fig
gure 4.7). With
W this eleement, bounndary continuuity was ensured
along thee interface.

Figure
F
4.7. Shell
S
Elemennt Model
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The presttressing load
d of 31kips was
w applied at
a each strannd location. A
After severaal loading steeps,
the comp
putational ressults converg
ge as shown
n in Figure 4 .8. This show
ws the typicaal deformedd
shapes off the concrette pile.

Figure 4.8. Deformed Shapes
Using th
he more sop
phisticated header
h
plate element, thhe outer pilles were esttimated to m
move
0.327in outward
o
at the
t mid leng
gth locationss without maaking any ecccentricity aadjustments. This
was sligh
htly more th
han predicted
d in the firsst set of moddels. Based on the moddel outputs, a 1in
offset of the lead plaate, the lateral deflection
n reduced too 0.136in; a 22in offset reeduced the laateral
deflection
n to 0.0101
1in; a 3in offset
o
caused an inwarrd deflectionn of -0.07688in. Using these
findings, the lateral deflection
d
veersus lead sh
him offset is pplotted in Fiigure 4.9.

Lateral Displacement (inch)

0.35
0
0.3
0.25
0
0.2
0.15
0
0.1
0.05
0
0
‐0
0.05 0
‐0.1

2 ‐ 0.211
y = 0.026x
0
18x + 0.3257

X‐axis

1

2

3

4

Steel Plate Offsett (inch)

Fig
gure 4.9. Latteral midpoin
nt displacem
ment vs lead pplate offset.
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Using this information, a 2 1/8in offset was used in the trial casting of the first prototype pile
specimens.
4.1.2 Casting Bed Fabrication and Assembly
Aside from purchasing the 14in piles used for the casting bed, several steps were taken to ensure
the bed could safely withstand the 500kip compression load. These included: cutting each pile to
the same length (as near as possible), cutting the lifting hooks, drilling the 2.5in header plate to
match the strand pattern, anchoring the ends of bed so out of plane distortion would not result,
pouring a capping compound between pile ends and head plate to remove irregularities, and
instrumenting the compression strut piles to monitor bed performance.
After cutting off the hooks from the top of the piles, a cursory evaluation of the top of pile
planeness was conducted and high spots were ground down level. The piles were then flipped
over (bottom of original casing side up) to provide the correct side slope/tapper and set into their
final position. This revealed further variations in the surface planeness that required further fine
tuning in the form of grinding and shimming.
Given the overall force in the casting bed was expected to be near 500 kips (16 strands at 30
kips), an assumed alignment error of as much as 1 degree, a worst case scenario, was estimated
where lateral out of bed plane forces may develop on the order of 8.7kips at one or both ends,
[500 sine(1°) = 8.7kips]. As a result, ground anchors embedment lengths were determined based
on a 10kip load and then installed at each of the four corners of the bed to counteract these forces
and maintain bed stability. The ground anchors were installed to a depth of 9ft using threaded
bars and load tested to 20kips to verify capacity.
Identical header plates were used on both ends. Precise location of the strand holes were
determined to accommodate the side-by-side bed. Figure 4.10 shows the 2.5in plate being drilled
with this pattern. Figures 4.11 through 4.16 show a progression of the casting bed setup.
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Figure 4.10. 2.5in thick header plaates drilled fo
for standard 14in strand ppattern.

ment of head
der plates at tthe ends of tthe casting bbeds.
Figure 4.11. Placem
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Figurre 4.12. Drillled header pplates in placce.

Figuree 4.13. Corin
ng slab to in
nstall groundd anchors forr header plates.
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Figure 4.14.
4
Mixing
g mortar for ground anchhors.

P
of
o 1in high sttrength threaaded bar, 9ftt into grout ffilled hole.
Figure 4.15. Placement
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Fiigure 4.16. Header
H
platee restraints.

Figure 4.17.
4
Rockitee capping com
mpound used
d to providee intimate contact betweeen piles and
header pllates.
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14in)
4.2 Castiing and Splicing Protottype Piles (1
Two 14iin prototypee splice pilees were castt along withh a compannion control pile cast inn the
adjacent bed. This section
s
descrribes the steeps taken too cast each of the piless and the lessons
learned th
hat were inccorporated in
nto the subseequent speciimens. All ppiles were tessted in four--point
bending to
t assess perrformance off the splices relative to th
the unsplicedd controls.
4.2.1 Spllice System Assembly and
a Bed Setting (castin g first protootype pile)
d to providee the splice were cut to length (57inn), fed throuugh the 7in wide
Each of 8 ducts used
splice heeader and weelded to thee modified chucks makinng the ductss all one pieece. For thiss first
pile, the one-piece
o
du
uct was used
d to prevent inadvertent
i
ccontaminatioon of the duccts from conncrete
falling in
nto the headeer. Recall, th
he splicing header
h
was machined fllat as paralleel set of plattes to
ensure th
he two splicee pile segmeent ends are matched. Evven if the heeader is slighhtly out of sqquare
in the bed
d, the two faaces of the pile would stiill perfectly align to maiintain the correct longituudinal
alignmen
nt of the oveerall spliced
d pile (pile must
m
be splliced in sam
me orientatioon as the oriiginal
casting bed).
b
Figure 4.18 shows the fully asssembled ducct and headeer assembly ttest fitted ouutside
the bed.

4
Splice header
h
with splicing duccts and extennsion ducts too the top of ppile jacking
Figure 4.18.
plate.
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Confinem
ment Coils: Numerical
N
modeling
m
(Fig
gure 3.12) shhowed that llocally high concrete strresses
result in the regions directly in front
f
of the anchorage
a
beearing platess and those stresses exteended
approxim
mately 4 to 6in
6 until distrributed to un
niform stresss. In this reggion, confineement coils m
made
of 80 ksi steel weree fabricated and attached
d to the ancchorages. Thhese confineement coils were
designed
d to increasee the concrette strength by
b 4ksi (thee worst casee stress increease noted iin the
models). Figure 4.19 shows one of
o these coills.

Figure 4.19.
4
Confineement coils used
u
to bolstter local conncrete stressees in the fieldd identified bby
modeling
g.
Grout Fllow Tests: A post tension
ning duct gro
out (approveed by
the qualiified producct list, QPL)) was selectted and testeed to
ensure itt could passs through the
t wedges without sppecial
passages. Figure 4.2
20 shows the grout bein
ng pumped from
bottom up
u with the strand
s
fully seated in a chuck assem
mbly.
As ducts are intendeed to be grou
uted after strressing, all dducts
mbed togeth
her in the low
wer pile segm
ment and a ggrout
were plum
port was provided out
o the side of the pile. Ducts weree also
extended
d to the top of the upp
per pile segm
ment in ordder to
facilitate jacking, an
nd also affo
orded visual confirmatioon of
grouting effectivenesss.

Figure 4.20. QPL
L approved grout
pumpped through chuck assem
mbly.
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Setting th
he Bed: The process of setting
s
the beed involved: placing the splice headeer, ducts, annd
spirals; th
hreading thee strands thro
ough the spirrals and headder assembliies (ends andd splice); jaccking
the strand
ds, and tying
g the spirals into position
n. Figures 4..21 - 4.29 shhow the overrall setting off the
bed, stresssing and concrete placeement.
s
in Fig
gure 4.25 waas selected suuch that loadding on the two-bed / thrreeBed stresssing order shown
compresssion-strut system would minimize ecccentric loadding of the center strut annd the system
m as
a whole.

Figure 4.21. Thread
ding strand iinto casting bbed.
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Figure 4.22. Strands in place and
d load cells on
o center tw
wo strands off each pile (ddead end).
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Fig
gure 4.23. Liive end priorr to jacking.

Fig
gure 4.24. Stressing
S
jackk engaged.
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Figu
ure 4.25. Beed stressing order
o
(lookinng north from
m live end).

Figure 4.26.
4
Fully sttressed bed with
w spiral reeinforcemennt in place; spplice specim
men left, conttrol
pile rightt.
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Figure 4..27. Grouting manifold beneath
b
loweer pile embeedded anchorrages.
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Figure 4.28.
4
Close-u
up view of lo
ower pile em
mbedded anchhorages stagggered in oppposing pairs at
10inch sp
pacing/offsets.
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Figure
F
4.29. Concrete placement witth 4.5in slum
mp; east pile (control) to the right.
Evaluatio
on of Bed Performance. Using the strain gages instaalled on eaach castingg bed
compresssion strut, th
he force in the bed waas monitoreed throughouut the stresssing, curing, and
detension
ning timefram
mes. Stressing was perfformed usingg the patternn shown in F
Figure 4.25 w
where
the centeer strut mainttained a balaanced load. While
W
only ffour strands were instrum
mented withh load
cells, tho
ose strands were
w
also th
he first four stressed whhich provideed the abilityy to confirm
m bed
shortenin
ng via the load lost durin
ng subsequen
ntly stressedd strands. Figgures 4.30 aand 4.31 show
w the
loads in the
t bed and the four loaad cells. Load cells weree colored forr wire trackinng, but weree also
named baased on Pile side and strrand side (e.g
g. EW denottes East pilee and the Weest strand). N
Not to
be confu
using, but thee compression struts weere named E
East, West aand Center bbed piles in those
figures. Therefore,
T
from
fr
east to west, the beed layout staarted with (11) the east ccompressionn strut
(east bed
d pile), (2) east pile specimen
s
(w
with EE loaad cell andd EW load cell), (3) ccenter
WE load ceell and WW
compresssion strut (ccenter bed pile), (4) wesst pile speciimen (with W
W load
cell), and
d (5) the west compression strut (weest bed pile)). As a furthher point of reference, F
Figure
4.29 wass taken stand
ding on the south
s
side of the bed loooking north.. The south side was alsso the
live end (jacking
(
end
d). Load cellss were on th
he north side (dead end).
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Figure 4.30. Casting bed response to stressing (Live end bed force; dead end load cells).
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Figure 4.31. Dead end casting bed forces from strain gages.
Figure 4.32 shows how the jacking pattern controlled the center compression strut eccentricity
and kept the force in the casting bed balanced. Also, the outer two compression struts show the
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eccentricity ended at about 4in off-center which corresponds well to the 2 inch void/spacer
placed there to minimize the outer strut bending and mid-length lateral movement (2in void
stopped 5in from centerline). While numerical modeling showed the 2 inch spacer would
eliminate lateral movement, 0.013inches of outward movement was recorded in both outer bed
piles (compression struts). This was determined to be due to the increased modulus in the bed
piles originally assumed to be 6ksi concrete. The actual strength was calibrated to be closer to
9ksi based on the recorded bed strains.
6

Dead End Eccentricity (in)

4

2
East Bed Pile

0

Center Bed Pile

8:52 PM

9:07 PM

9:21 PM

9:36 PM

West Bed Pile

‐2

‐4

‐6

Figure 4.32. Casting bed eccentricities during stressing.
Detensioning was performed 3 days after casting at an average concrete break strength of 6350
psi. A detensioning order was adopted from standard practices for the west pile, but the east pile
order was rotated 180 degrees to maintain bed concentricity. Figure 4.33 shows the detensioning
order with the east/right side rotated 180degrees. Figure 4.34 shows the strands being cut and
Figures 4.35 – 4.37 show the force in the bed and load cells during strand cutting.
Strain gages mounted to the concrete surface of the pile specimens were used to measure the
strains locked in by the prestressing and subsequently to be used to show superimposed strains
from splicing. A 5in interval between strain gages was selected to coincide with the midpoint
between anchorages. Figure 4.38 shows the strains recorded from the ends and splice zone all
referenced to the dead end of the pile.
Figures 4.39 – 4.43 show the pile removal and end preparations before splicing.
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Fiigure 4.33. Detension
D
orrder (lookingg north from
m live end).

ure 4.34. Straand cutting live
l end (TL), middle sp lice header ((TR), and deead end (bot)).
Figu
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Figure 4.35. Load cell measurements during detensioning.
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Figure 4.36. Load in casting bed struts during detensioning (live / south end).
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Figure 4.37. Load in casting bed struts during detensioning (dead / north end).
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Figure 4.38. Concrete surface strain in piles; transfer length longer on cutting end (also live
end).
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240

pliced contro
ol pile extraccted from caasting bed; pllastic bed linning peeled ooff.
Figuree 4.39. Un-sp
65

Figure 4.40.
4
Splice pile
p specimen: lower seg
gment breakiing loose (TL
L), splice heeader separattion
(TR), low
wer segment with splice header (BR)), upper segm
ment with ennd of bed heeader (BR).
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Figure 4.41. Extraccted piles beefore grindinng off duct annd strand stuubs.
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Figure 4.42.
4
Strandss cut from jacking (upperr) end of uppper pile segm
ment.

Figure 4..43. Mated ends
e
of splice after grindding off strannd and duct sstubs.
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4.2.2 Splicing First Prototype Pile (14in)
The procedure for splicing was tailored to be as time efficient as possible in the field. To this end
and in preparation, all splicing strands were fed into the upper pile segment leaving 60 inches
exposed on the bottom end and clamped to ensure no slippage (upward movement into upper pile
segment) during assembly with the lower pile segment. Three feet of exposed strand was
provided at the upper end of the upper pile segment for jacking. With these preparations
completed, the strands could slide up or down in the upper pile segment ducts. Clamps at the
base of the pile on the strand prevent strands from moving into the pile while the wedges in the
anchorages prevented movement out of the pile. Splicing proceeded using the following
instruction:



inspect ducts for debris and check spring movement of embedded wedges.
apply an epoxy sealant to the splicing surface of lower pile.

Note: if pile splice is performed horizontally, epoxy will require a medium body paste
consistency. Vertically spliced piles can use more fluid material provided side forms are
provided. However, care should be taken to keep epoxy from filling the ducts that are later
grouted.


bring the piles together close enough to align each strand.

Note: strands can be cut with ½ to 1in staggers to aid in alignment without necessitating
simultaneous alignment of all strands at once.


lower the upper pile until in close proximity to lower pile and where all strands have
penetrated the lower pile anchor wedges (approx. 2 - 3in).

Note: for horizontal splicing, epoxy can be applied at this time but additional clearance will be
required to facilitate access. This was the case for the splice performed for the first prototype
pile.






remove strand clamps
mate pile segments
while epoxy is still wet, stress the strands in crossing pairs
cut off excess strand from top of pile with torch or grinder.
with pile in upright position, inject grout into lower pile grout ports until fluid grout is
observed in upper segment ducts (top surface)
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out can be installed
i
at any
a time and is not neccessary for ppile driving. Pile drivingg can
Note: gro
proceed immediatelyy after groutt has been placed or if ggrouting porrt is still acccessible, groouting
can be peerformed latter.
An overv
view of thesee steps as peerformed for the first proototype pile iis provided.
Pre-Splicce Checks: The
T prototyp
pe pile splicce specimenn did not coontain sealinng caps that were
later added to subseq
quent piles (o
or production piles). As a result, exttra care was observed to keep
rain wateer, insects, liizards, etc. from
f
getting
g into the duucts. After grrinding, each duct was ttaped
shut and the specimeens were put under shelteer.
Prior to splicing,
s
cheecks of each spring-loadeed wedge asssembly werre performedd by sliding a ¾in
diameter solid rod in
n the duct an
nd pushing on
n the wedgee set thus acttivating the sspring behinnd the
wedges (Figure
(
4.44). The size of
o the push rod
r was prevviously estabblished suchh that it was large
enough that
t
it could not becomee ensnared in
n the wedgees (yet smalll enough to pass througgh the
duct). Reecall, the chu
ucks/bearing
g plate assem
mblies were drilled out to accommoodate the O.D. of
the duct to allow sm
mooth passag
ge of a stran
nd; this alsoo permitted the push rod to clear easily.
Lower seegment anch
horages (witthout washerrs) were exppected to coompress apprroximately 33/8in,
while the upper seg
gment ancho
orages with
h the washeers should hhave only ccompressed 1/4in
(difference caused by
y two 0.060 shim washerrs).

4
48in lon
ng 3/4in diam
meter rod ussed to check anchorages by compressing wedge
Figure 4.44.
assembly
y spring.
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For the upper
u
pile seegment, an 18ft length of
o strand (spllice strand leength = segm
ment length + 5ft
+ 3ft) was
w also passed through
h the assemb
bly and pullled entirely through to demonstratte the
wedge seets were worrking properlly (one way passage from
m bottom too top).
Prior to splicing, qu
uality contro
ol measures were used tto ensure noo unknown blockages iin the
lower pille segment would
w
causee difficultiess. These firsst included tthe wedge sspring moveement
(approxim
mately 3/8 in)
i as shown
n previously
y in Figure 4.44. Seconnd, a boresccope was used to
inspect th
he ducts forr cleanlinesss and again the
t presencee of foreign objects. Figgures 4.45 - 4.47
show thiss process an
nd the internal images. Figures
F
4.48 - 4.58 show
w the overalll splicing process
after insp
pection.

Figurre 4.45. Boreescope with 360 degree aarticulating viewing heaad.
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Figure 4.4
46. Real-tim
me imaging oof duct cleannliness.

4
Boresco
ope images of
o duct 8 sho
owing debriss near wedgees from grindding / cuttinng off
Figure 4.47.
ducts (ceenter image)..
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All ductss were blow
wn out and debris
d
was successfully
s
removed. A
An adaptatioon for subseqquent
specimen
ns will incllude threadeed end caps and ductss will not pass througgh splice header
assembly
y.

4
Threadiing strands in
nto upper piile segment. Each strandd measured too be ½ in lonnger
Figure 4.48.
than the previous
p
(sh
hortest strand
d stubbed ou
ut 60 in; longgest 63.5 in)..
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Figure 4.49.
4
All strands in upperr pile segmen
nt and clampped to preveent inward sllippage. Painnt
stripes sh
how 1.5 in un
npainted reg
gion to detecct whether strrands move inward insteead of being
locked an
nd to show movement
m
was
w only into lower segm
ment during ssplice assem
mbly.

Figure 4.50. Lower pille segment aligned
a
with upper segm
ment on spliciing rail.
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Figure 4.51.
4
Both pile segments on assembly
y/alignment rail. Upper segment topp; lower segm
ment
bottom.
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Figure 4.52.
4
Alignin
ng first of 8 strands
s
as pille segments are pushed ttogether. A ssecond paintt
stripe ind
dicates when
n each strand
d will come in
i contact wiith the embeedded anchorage wedgess.

Figure 4.53.
4
Weight of moving segment
s
held
d by overheaad crane whiile fork lift ppushed the
segmentss together an
nd while each
h strand wass sequentiallyy inserted innto the lowerr segment duucts.
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Figure 4.54.
4
All strands inserted
d. Flexibility of the 5ft sttrands allowss additional options to innsert
strands at will even if all strands were the sam
me length. H
However, staaggering alsoo meant that no
two anch
horages weree encountered at the sam
me time.

Figure 4.5
55. All strand
ds embedded
d past anchoorage wedgess (lower pilee right).
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4
With all strands in, strand clamp
ps need to bbe removed ((upper segmeent right).
Figure 4.56.

4
QPL-ap
pproved epox
xy applied to
o both sides per manufaccturer’s recoommendationns.
Figure 4.57.
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4
Strand clamps
c
remo
oved, epoxy applied to bboth sides, reeady for finaal assembly. Note
Figure 4.58.
no movement of straands into upp
per segmentt (left) durinng assembly.. The more rrestrictive w
wedge
assemblies in upper segment (frrom double washer inseerts) provideed more resiistance to slliding
and thereefore all mo
ovement fro
om this poin
nt forward w
was into thee lower pile segment (tto the
right).
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Fig
gure 4.59. Fiinal joining and
a stressingg the splice cconnection.
d such that pairs of oppposing strannds with ideentical anchoorage
The stresssing order was selected
locationss were jacked
d to predeterrmined loadss in three staages. Similarr to tighteninng cylinder hheads
on comb
bustion eng
gines, progrressively in
ncreasing sttaged loading provideed two bennefits:
maintained balanced
d strain and reduced
r
lossses in the firrst strands stressed. Witthout stagingg, the
nd was calcu
ulated to losse approxim
mately 0.8 kipps from the subsequentlly loaded strrands
first stran
and the associated
a
elaastic compreession in thee concrete.
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In theory, the more stages used the better where lower losses result as the concrete compression
stabilizes with more uniform strand forces. Conversely, fewer stages are preferred when
addressing field efficiency. As an upper limit there is a practical limit to the amount of force
increase in the strand that can be attained with subsequent pulls due to the imprints made on the
strand by the wedges. If a subsequent strand pull does not cause enough elongation to move a
given strand imprint to the next wedge tooth then the wedge will reseat in the original imprint.
Therefore, it is desirable to ensure that subsequent strand pulls produce enough elongation to at
least exceed the tooth pitch in the wedge (25 teeth/inch). Balancing these considerations, two or
three stages might be considered; three stages were chosen for the first splicing specimen.
Selection of jacking forces was iterative such that each stage would just overcome an integer
number of wedge teeth (e.g. 4.1 teeth preferred over 3.9 teeth). Table 4.1 and 4.2 shows the loss
in the first strand from subsequent pulls for both the two and three stage options. Table 4.3 and
4.4 likewise shows the number of wedge teeth overcome with each stage of stressing for both
options. The 3 stage option resulted in lower losses but still develops enough elongation to
engage a different set of imprints.
Table 4.1. Losses in first stressed strand from subsequent strands (3 stage option).
Force in 1st Strand Stressed (kips)
Strand
Loaded
1

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

7

18.5

26.5

2

6.940056

18.44894

26.46448

3

6.880112

18.39787

26.42896

4

6.820167

18.34681

26.39343

5

6.760223

18.29575

26.35791

6

6.700279

18.24468

26.32239

7

6.640335

18.19362

26.28687

8

6.58039

18.14255

26.25134

Table 4.2. Losses in first stressed strand from subsequent strands (2 stage option).
Strand
Loaded
1

Stage 1

Stage 2

8

26.5

2

7.935615

26.38899

3

7.871231

26.27798

4

7.806846

26.16698

5

7.742462

26.05597

6

7.678077

25.94496

7

7.613693

25.83395

8

7.549308

25.72295
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Table 4.3. Number of teeth overcome in subsequent stages (3 stage option).
Stage
Force (kips)
Concrete
Strand
Relative
compression Elongation Elongation
Jacking After
(in)
(in)
release (in)
1
13.5
7
0.000685504 0.15213
0.152805
2
25
18.5
0.000900672 0.20284
0.20374
3
33
26.5
0.000725541 0.163399
0.164124
Table 4.4. Number of teeth overcome in subsequent stages (2 stage option).
Stage
Force (kips)
Concrete
Strand
Relative
compression Elongation Elongation
Jacking After
(in)
(in)
release (in)
1
14.5
8
0.000725541 0.163399
0.164124
2
33
26.5
0.001250933 0.281722
0.282973

Number
of Teeth
N/A
5.093511
4.103106

Number
of Teeth
N/A
7.07432

Strain gages mounted to the four sides of the pile segments (5 inches on either side of the splice
joint) provided a means to track the eccentric load from the stressing sequence. The final state of
stress in the pile is shown in Figure 4.60 where some eccentricity can be seen, but the average
concrete stress was approximately 1040 psi. Figure 4.61 shows the stressing order of the splicing
strands.
Using strain data from the splicing along with that from the detensioning (Figure 4.38), the
combined effects from both detensioning (transfer length effects) and splicing are shown in
Figure 4.62. For this specimen, strain gages were only mounted on the top surface in an array
that coincided with the midpoint between anchorages (e.g. 5, 15, 25, and 35 inches). A fifth gage
was also mounted at 45 inches behind the last anchorage, farthest from the splice. As expected,
no appreciable strain was observed behind the last anchorage (slight tension). The combined /
superimposed strains from splicing and initial prestress amount to only a 20% increase above the
norm noted at the time of detensioning.
Note: as the strains are measured between anchorages, higher strains are likely to exist just at the
face of the anchorage as shown in the assumed saw tooth strain distribution. These will vary
depending on whether it is on the live or dead end of the splice due to anchor set losses.
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4
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Figure 4.62. Concrete strain from splicing and detensioning.

Several modifications were noted which were incorporated into the second splice prototype
specimen:
Design / Fabrication changes:
 Provide threaded duct ends to prevent contamination from getting in ducts during strand
stub cutting, pile driving, shipping, or storage.
 Isolation sleeves to prevent epoxy from filling grouting ducts (threaded into the same
duct end cap threads)
 Change clamping assemblies to individual strand clamps (strand clamps used during
shipping and assembly need to be individual and not grouped to allow spinning during
final strand insertion)
 Use longer embedment in lower pile segment (longer strand length between piles
provides more flexibility in the strand during splicing and can be more easily
manipulated to align in lower pile embedded wedges).
 Full weld on all ducts to caps
 ½ in anchorage plates (discontinue ¾ in thick option)
 Pre-weld anchorage plates to chucks before drilling and reaming; this eliminates the need
of precisely aligning during welding
 Washers need larger ID / OD must match chuck I.D.; this keeps washers from falling into
the path of the strand during insertion
84



7/8” I.D. ducts for all locations (discontinue use of larger 1.25in, upper segment ducts as
they are no longer needed; smaller ducts will suffice).
Procedural Changes
 Seal spring caps before threading strands in bed (sealing after strands in place provided
poor access)
 De-burr and test fit ducts to grout manifold before installation in bed
 Vacuum test all ducts before threading strand
 Inspect all ducts with borehole scope
 Continue push rod spring displacement test
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4.2.3 Cassting Second Prototypee Pile (14in))
he basic proccedure of caasting was th
he same as tthe first, preeparations foor the secondd pile
While th
set added
d the deform
mation of th
he ducts to increase boond (Figure 4.63) and thhe fabricatioon of
threaded duct inserts (specialized
d bolts) to ho
old the ductss to the spliccing header assembly (F
Figure
gure 4.65 sh
hows the defformed ductss attached too anchoragess complete w
with confineement
4.64). Fig
coils. Fig
gures 4.66 – 4.79 show th
he casting prrocess.

Figure 4.63. Duct deeformation in
n purpose-buuilt hydraulic stamping ppress.

gure 4.64. Du
uct inserts were
w fabricated to prevennt debris from
m getting intto the ducts.
Fig
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Figure 4.65.
4
Confineement coils used
u
to bolstter local conncrete strengtth welded too anchoragess in
regions of
o high anticiipated stressses.
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Figure 4.66.
4
Splice header
h
assem
mbly fitted with
w inserts aawaiting insttallation of dducts (TL);
attaching
g ducts (TR);; fully assem
mbled (BR); and jacking end plate att top of uppeer pile segmeent
(BR).
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Figurre 4.67 Asseembly prior to pulling strrand and spiirals (lookingg toward low
wer segmentt).
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Figurre 4.68. Asseembly prior to pulling sttrand and spiirals (lookinng toward uppper segmentt).
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4
Aligmeent plate inseerted into thee lower and uupper segmeent of the spplice pile to bbetter
Figure 4.69.
locate du
ucts.

Figure 4.70.
4
Grout manifold
m
in lower
l
pile seegment with slight modiification, no side access grout
port (leftt); four ductt grout duct and manifo
old in controol pile for ppull-out testts assessing bond
enhancem
ment from du
uct deformattion (right).
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Figure 4.71. Thread
ding strand iinto casting bed.
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4
Strands in place and
d load cells on
o center tw
wo strands off each pile onn dead end;
Figure 4.72.
control pile
p left and splice
s
pile right.

Fig
gure 4.73. Liive end priorr to jacking.
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4
Prestresssing strandss in bed (hyd
draulic wedgge setter usedd to minimizze short bed
Figure 4.74.
losses).

Figure 4.75.
4
Fully sttressed bed with
w spiral reeinforcemennt in place; coontrol pile leeft, splice
specimen
n right.
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ure 4.76. Con
ncrete placement with 5.5in slump; control pile 2 left, splicee pile 2 rightt.
Figu

95

4
Strand cutting afteer concrete achieved sttrength; midddle splice hheader (top), and
Figure 4.77.
dead end
d (bot).
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Figure 4.7
78. Control pile
p extractedd from castinng bed.

Figure 4.79.
4
Splice pile specim
men: lower segment
s
(lefft), splice heeader still aattached to upper
segment (right).
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The stran
nd load cellss and comprression strutt strain gagees were agaiin analyzed to verify jaccking
loads forr the second set of pile specimens.
s
The
T total loaad in the bedd (16 strandss jacked to 331.8k;
ending att 28k) was corroborated from strain gages (deadd end Figure 19; live endd Figure 20).

Fig
gure 4.80. Stressing load
d in each com
mpression sttrut of the prrestress bed (dead end).

Figuree 4.81. Stressing load in each comprression strut of bed (live end) and strrand load cellls.
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Figure 4.82. De-ten
nsioning forrces recordedd from the bed strain gagges.

Figure 4.83
3. Load cell responses
r
duuring strand cutting.
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Subtle ad
djustments were
w
made in the outeer compression strut beearing locatiions which were
confirmeed by the ecccentricity deetected in thee strain gagees. Figure 4.84 shows thhe eccentricity in
the outerr compression struts was
w approxim
mately 3.1 iinches whicch corresponnded well too the
location of
o the plate contact.
c

Figu
ure 4.84. Ecccentricity sh
hown as the bed
b was stre ssed progresssively from
m side to sidee.
In short, all strain gag
ge and load cell values were
w consistent and veriffied the bed performance.
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4.2.4 Splicing Second Prototype Pile (14in)
The second pile splice was again performed similarly to the first with the exception that the
stressing stages were reduced to two stages instead of three. Also, instead of using the assumed
value of ultimate strength for the strand (e.g. 270ksi), the exact strength was determined prior to
stressing and post tensioning was taken to 75% of the tested value. In this case, the tested value
was closer to 300 ksi using the embedded chuck anchorages, but the this value was recognized to
be conservatively lower than that traditionally obtained when using carbide impregnated samples
in specially designed grips (Table 4.5 and Figure 4.85).
Table 4.5. Results of ultimate capacity testing of ½ inch strands.
Ultimate Capacity
Sample 2
Sample 3

Sample 1
45.4 k

45.5 k

Average

75% Ultimate
(Design Jacking Force)

45.5 k

34.1 k

45.6 k

50
45
40
35

Load (kips)

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

Displacement (in)

Figure 4.85. Load-Displacement curves for ½ inch strands, 3 samples tested.
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4

Splicing Procedure: In preparation, all splicing strands were fed into the upper pile segment
leaving 96 inches (this was increased from 60” in Prototype Splice Pile 1) exposed on the bottom
end and clamped to ensure no slippage (upward movement into upper pile segment) during
assembly with the lower pile segment. Three feet of exposed strand was provided at the upper
end of the upper pile segment for jacking. With these preparations complete, the strands could
not slide up or down in the upper pile segment ducts and the splicing proceeded similarly to the
first pile splice where the following steps were taken:












inspect ducts for debris and check spring movement of embedded wedges.
apply an epoxy sealant to the splicing surface of lower pile.
Note: if pile splice is performed horizontally, epoxy will require a medium body paste
consistency. Vertically spliced piles can use more fluid material provided side forms are
provided. However, care should be taken to keep epoxy from filling the ducts that are
later grouted.
bring the piles together close enough to align each strand.
Note: strands should be cut with ½ to 1in staggers to aid in alignment without
necessitating simultaneous alignment of all strands at once.
lower the upper pile until in close proximity to lower pile and where all strands have
penetrated the anchor wedges (approx. 2 - 3in).
Note: for horizontal splicing, epoxy can be applied at this time but additional clearance
will be required to facilitate access. This was the case for the splice performed in this
progress report.
remove strand clamps
mate pile segments
while epoxy is still wet, stress the strands in crossing pairs
cut off excess strand from top of pile with torch or grinder.
with pile in upright position, inject grout into lower pile grout ports until fluid grout is
observed in upper segment ducts (top surface)
Note: grout can be installed at any time and is not necessary for pile driving. Pile driving
can proceed immediately after grout has been placed or if grouting port is still
accessible, grouting can be performed later.

An overview of these steps as performed for this specimen is provided.
Pre-Splice Checks: Prior to splicing, checks of each spring-loaded wedge assembly were
performed (Figure 4.86). Lower segment anchorages (without washers) should compress
approximately 3/8 inch, while the upper segment anchorages with the reduced wedge travel
should only compress 1/4 of an inch (difference caused by inserts).
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Figure 4.86.
4
48in lon
ng rod used to
t check ancchorages by compressionn wedge assembly springg.
u
pile seg
gment, a 21fft length of strand
s
(splicee strand lenggth = segmennt length + 88ft +
For the upper
3ft) was also passed through
t
the assembly an
nd pulled enttirely througgh to demonsstrate the weedge
sets weree working prroperly (one way passagee from bottoom to top).
Prior to splicing,
s
add
ditional qualiity control measures
m
weere used to ennsure no unkknown blockkages
in the lo
ower pile segment wou
uld cause difficulties.
d
These first included thhe wedge sspring
movemen
nt (approxim
mately 3/8 in
n) as shown previously iin Figure 4.86. Second, a borescopee was
used to in
nspect the du
ucts for cleaanliness and again the prresence of fooreign objectts. Figures 44.87 –
4.89 show
w this proceess and the in
nternal imag
ges. Figures 990-103 show
w the overalll splicing process
after insp
pection.
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Figure 4.87.
4
Boresco
ope with 360
0 degree articulating view
wing head.

Figure 4.88.
4
Real-tim
me imaging of duct clean
nliness.
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Figure 4.89.
4
Boresccope imagess of duct 3 showing m
marked reducction in debbris near weedges
compared
d to the firstt splice pile. This reducction in debri
ris is due to tthe use of thhreaded ductt caps
which do
o not pass th
hrough splicee header asseembly thus eeliminating tthe need to ggrinding / cuutting
off the du
ucts. All ducts were blo
own out and all debris waas removed.

Figure 4.90.
4
Thread
ding strands through upp
per pile seggment. Each strand measured to be ½ in
longer th
han the previous (shortesst strand stub
bbed out 96 iin; longest 999.5 in).
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ure 4.91. All strands in upper pile seegment and c lamped to prevent inwaard slippage..
Figu
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Figure 4.92. Lower pille segment aligned
a
with upper segm
ment on spliciing rail.

Figure 4.93.
4
Both piile segmentss on assemblly/alignmentt rail. Upperr segment topp; lower seggment
bottom. The
T paint sttripes on strrands indicaate when eacch strand w
will come in contact witth the
embeddeed anchoragee in bottom pile
p segmentt.
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Figure 4.94. Aligning
g first of 8 strrands as pilee segments aare pushed toogether.

Figure 4.95.
4
Weigh
ht of moving
g segment held
h
by oveerhead cranee while forkk lift pushed the
segmentss together an
nd while each
h strand wass sequentiallyy inserted innto the lowerr segment duucts.
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4
Placement of thread
ded isolation
n sleeves on strands befoore insertion into south dducts.
Figure 4.96.
Sleeves are
a designed
d to prevent epoxy
e
from filling
f
groutiing ducts duuring final coontact.

Figure 4.97.
4
All strands inserted
d. Flexibility of the 8 ft sttrands allow
ws additionall options to iinsert
strands at will even if all strands were encoun
ntered at thee same time. However, staggering also
meant thaat no two an
nchorages weere encounteered at the saame time.
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Figure
F
4.98. Installation
n of isolation
n sleeves intoo bottom pille segment duct ends
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Figure 4.9
99. All stran
nds embeddeed past anchoorage wedgees (lower pilee left).

Figurre 4.100. With all strands in, strand clamps
c
needd to be removved (upper segment righht).
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Figure 4.101.
4
QPL-approved ep
poxy applied
d to both sidees per manuffacturer’s reecommendatiions.

Figure 4.102.
4
Strand
d clamps rem
moved from
m upper segm
ment (left), epoxy appliied to both ssides,
ready forr final assem
mbly. Note no
o movementt of strands iinto upper seegment durinng assemblyy. The
more restrictive wed
dge assemblies in upper segment (froom double w
washer inserrts) provide more
ore all moveement from tthis point foorward is innto the lowerr pile
resistance to sliding and therefo
segment (to the rightt).
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Figu
ure 4.103. Final
F
joining and stressinng the splice connection..
The stresssing pattern
n was the sam
me as the firrst pile speciimen but whhere the loadd was impossed in
two stagees instead off three (Figu
ure 4.104 and 4.105). Reecall, the rattionale for sttaging the looad is
to progressively com
mpress the concrete an
nd to removve a substaantial portioon of the eelastic
ng and assocciated losses in the first strand
s
stresseed. This is especially im
mportant giveen the
shortenin
short spliicing strand length.
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Figure 4.104.
4
Strand
d stressing orrder of match
hed pairs (oppen circles ddenote splicee strands; cloosed
circles deenote existin
ng pile strand
ds).
40
35
Jacking Load (kips)

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0

100

200

300
3
4400
Time (secc)

5500

6
600

Figure 4.10
05. Two stag
ges of jacking
g loads appllied to the eight splicing strands.
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4.3 Four-Point Bending Tests
While pile splicing was performed 14 and 10 days after casting for prototype pile specimens one
and two, respectively, the bending tests were performed over a two day period that corresponded
to 90 and 56 days after casting the piles, again respectively. Compressive strength of the concrete
and grout strength were monitored throughout the casting, splicing and bending test timeline.
These values are shown in Table 4.6 and Figure 4.106.
Table 4.6. Compressive strengths of concrete and cable grout along with timeline of events.
1st Specimen Set
2nd Specimen Set
Cable Grout
Concrete Strength Concrete Strength
Age
Strength
Age
(psi)
Age
(psi)
(days)
(psi)
(days)
(days)
11-Mar 1st casting
0
0
14-Mar 1st transfer
3
6396
25-Mar 1st splice
14
7790
15-Apr 2nd casting
0
0
18-Apr 2nd transfer
3
5836
25-Apr 2nd splice
10
7699
Grouting (1 &
12-May
0
0
2)
15-May
3
2934
19-May
7
3377
9-Jun
1st Bend test
10-Jun 2nd Bend test
91
9377
56
9104
17-Jun
36
4820
10000

Compressive Strength (psi)

9000
8000

1st Cast
Concrete

7000

2nd Cast
Concrete

6000

Cable Grout

5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
2‐Mar

30‐Mar

27‐Apr

25‐May

22‐Jun

20‐Jul

Figure 4.106. Compressive strengths of concrete and cable grout.
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4.3.1 Bending Test Setup
Bending tests were performed using a four-point loading configuration (Figure 4.107) where a
spreader beam was used to split the load from a single hydraulic jack through a hemi-spherical
bearing to two loads 2ft off the midspan location. Surface mounted strain gages were used to
verify the two loading points produced the same force at all times.
The flexural experiments were conducted at the Structures Lab of University of South Florida.
These tests included two splice specimens and two control specimens. The dimensions of the
experimental setup are shown in Figure 4.107.
Load P

6"

7'-6"

4'-0"

6"

7'-6"

20'-0"

Figure 4.107. Dimensions of the Flexural Experiment
Three LVDTs were positioned as shown in Figure 4.108:
LVDT (TYP.)

6"

4'-9"

4'-9"

4'-9"

4'-9"

6"

20'-0"

Figure 4.108. Layout of LVDTs
One LVDT was located at the center of the specimen and the other two were located at the
quarter positions. The finished experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.109. The specimen was
supported on roller supports at each end. The positions of the supports were carefully adjusted to
ensure correct alignment of the loading. The roller support is shown in Figure 4.110.
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Figuree 4.109. Fourr-point bend
ding set up (ccontrol top; splice bottom
m).
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Figure 4.1
110. Roller ssupport
own in Figurre 4.111.
For contrrol piles, the strain gage layout is sho
ST
TRAIN GAGE TOP_CTR
5"

5"

TOP_W

TOP_E
SIDE_SOUT
TH
SIDE_NORT
TH OPPOSITE

1'-2"

BOT_W

BOT_E
AIN GAGE BOT_CTR
STRA

10'-0"

10'-0"
20'-0"

SIDE VIEW - CONTROL PILE

Figure
F
4.111
1. Strain Gag
ge Layout foor Control Sppecimens
n, the top vieew of the straain gage lay out is shownn in Figure 44.112.
For spliced specimen
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STRAIN GAGE SIDE_NW

14" X 14" X 10' CONCRETE PILE
10"

STRAIN GAGES WEST_5 TO 45

10"

10"

10"

5"

7"
1'-2"
7"

10'-0"
STRAIN GAGE SIDE_SW
TOP VIEW - WEST PILE

STRAIN GAGE SIDE_NE

14" X 14" X 10' CONCRETE PILE
5"

10"

10"

10"

10"

STRAIN GAGES EAST_5 TO 45

7"
1'-2"
7"

10'-0"
STRAIN GAGE SIDE_SE
TOP VIEW - EAST PILE

Figure 4.112. Strain Gage Layout Top View for Spliced Specimens
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The side view of strain gage layout for spliced specimen is shown in Figure 4.113.
14" X 14" X 10' CONCRETE PILE
STRAIN GAGE SIDE_SW
OPPOSITE SIDE_NW

5"

7"
1'-2"
7"

10'-0"
STRAIN GAGE BOT_W
SIDE VIEW - WEST PILE

14" X 14" X 10' CONCRETE PILE
5"

STRAIN GAGE SIDE_SE
OPPOSITE SIDE_NE

7"
1'-2"
7"

10'-0"
STRAIN GAGE BOT_E
SIDE VIEW - EAST PILE

Figure 4.113. Strain Gage Layout Side View for Spliced Specimens
In the side view, top strain gages were not shown for clarity.
Figures 4.114-4.117 show the four piles both before and after failure and in order of testing:
Control 1, Splice 1, Control 2, and Splice 2.
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Figure 4.114.
4
Contro
ol Pile 1 befo
ore and afterr testing. Coompression block extendds below spiral
level (app
prox. 5in fro
om top). Faillure load 39k
kips.
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Figure 4.115.
4
Splice Pile 1 beforre and after testing.
t
Com
mpression bloock defined by spiral
location. In this regio
on, the splicee pile has spiral confinem
ment on 1” ppitch; controol pile is on 66”
d almost fully. Failure lo
oad 33kips.
pitch. Pille rebounded
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Figure 4.116.
4
Contro
ol Pile 2 befo
ore and afterr testing. Aggain compresssion block well below sspiral
level. Faiilure load 39
9kips.
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Figure 4.117.
4
Splice Pile 2 beforre and after testing.
t
Agaiin compression block onnly in cover.
Failure 36kips.
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ur-Point Beending Test Results
4.3.2 Fou
d was applied incrementtally until piile failure occcurred. All test data w
were recordeed via
The load
computerr for full anaalysis. The sp
pecimens ex
xperienced cconcrete crusshing at the ttop and exhiibited
several flexural
f
craccks which propagated
p
up
u from the bottom in the constantt moment reegion
between the spreadeer beam supp
ports. The lo
ongest flexuural crack w
was about 8~
~9 inches. F
Figure
4.118 sh
hows the faailure pattern
n in Contro
ol Pile 1. T
The load veersus deflecction responnse is
presented
d in Figure 4.119.
4

Fiigure 4.118.. Specimen failure
f
patterrn (Control P
Pile 1 also shhown in Figuure 4.114)
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45
40

Control 1
Splice 1

35

Load (kips)

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

Midspan Deflection (in.)

Figure 4.119. Load vs Mid-Span Deflection for Test 1.
After initial failure, the load was fully removed and the splice pile rebounded from 2.25in to
0.25in while the control pile showed 2.25in of permanent deformation.
The load versus deflection diagram for experiment series 2 is shown in Figure 4.120.
45
40

Control 2

35

Splice 2

Load (kips)

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

Midspan Deflection (in.)

Figure 4.120. Load vs Mid-Span Deflection for Test 2
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4

4.5

After initial failure, the splice pile was loaded further to demonstrate ductility but with no
additional capacity. In essence, a fulcrum point formed at the top of the reinforcing cage (cover
was now missing) and the splice crack opened to that height; with the strands yielding; no
additional moment could be developed. However, even after displacing it to the same level as the
control pile, the rebound was over an inch more than the control pile. This can be attributed to
the crack formation along the splice line which could close more easily than the irregular
cracking of the control piles.
In general, the spliced specimens followed the same behavior as that of the control specimens
until the failure occurred. The average of the failure load of the control specimens was 39.3 kips
and the average failure load of the spliced specimens was 34.4 kips. The second pile was thought
to have performed better due to better bond (deformed ducts) and more development length
behind the anchorages. Given the variation in strand pattern between the control and splice
regions (i.e. 3 prestress strands in bottom layer versus 2 post tensioning strands in bottom layer),
the results were as expected. Cracking loads were similar for all piles: average control pile
cracking load was 10.9kips; splice piles 10.8kips.
While the spliced piles could not achieve the same moment due to strand layout, the stiffness of
the second prototype splice pile was notably stiffer than either control or the first prototype. The
only difference was the duct deformations that more effectively transferred the load from the
splice strands into the concrete immediately surrounding the splice region. This engaged the
unstressed strands at the ends of each pile segment. In essence, the sections on either side of the
splice contained twice as much strand steel as the controls and locally did not take on the same
level of curvature. The undeformed ducts from the first prototype could not effectively engage
the strands and had no advantage.
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nd Pull-out Tests
4.4 Stran
he exact advaantage of deeforming thee ducts was not known at the time of the four--point
While th
bending tests, it wass speculated to have a positive
p
beneefit. To this end, the seccond control pile
was cast with four em
mpty ducts on
o one end deformed
d
inn different coonfigurationns. All ducts were
deformed, tw
wo were defformed on 2iin spacing, aand one was deformed oon 1in
5ft long, one was und
blies conneccted to a groouting manifo
fold in the caasting
spacing. Figure 4.121 shows the duct assemb
bed.
Top duccts 2in spaciing

Botto
om inner ducct
smooth

Bottom ou
uter duct 1inn spacing
Figurre 4.121. Em
mpty ducts cast into conttrol pile for ppull-out tests.
onclusion off the four poiint bending tests, 6ft of the end of tthe second control contaaining
At the co
the embeedded ducts was cut off
ff and held vertically
v
sim
mulating thee top of a sspliced pile (duct
openingss aiming up).. Strands weere inserted from
f
the top 40in exceptt for one of tthe ducts witth 2in
spacing deformation
n was only inserted 30iin. A clampp was used to maintainn the embeddment
length. Figures 4.122
2 and 4.123 show
s
the pro
ocess of grouuting the pulll-out test strrands in placce.
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Figure 4.122. Rem
moving castin
ng plug and aattached groout pressure ppot.

2in
w/40inn
1in
Strand
d
clampss

2in
w/30inn

Smoothh

Gro
out
presssure pot

23. Grout pu
umped in botttom of the dduct assembllies and out the top.
Figure 4.12
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Test resu
ults from thee pullout tessts showed significant iincrease in bbond/develoopment capaability
from the deformed ducts
d
where all strands in
i the deform
med ducts yiielded and ffailed. The sstrand
in the sm
mooth duct, pulled
p
out cleeanly with as much as 877% reduction in capacityy (Figure 2.1124).

Figure
F
4.124. Pullout caapacity of thhe embeddedd strands.

t 3 failed strands
s
and one
o from thee smooth duuct after it waas extracted 15in.
Figure 4..125 shows the
The grou
ut is shown as
a a smooth grey
g
encasin
ng around thee strand.
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Figure 4.125. Straand pullout specimens:
s
1in
1 x 40in (bback); 2in x 440in (left); smooth (righht);
and2in
n x 30in (fronnt).
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4.5 Lessons Learned
Each splice pile tested to date provided usable feedback to further the advancement of the overall
splice concept.
 The 14in pile sets gave rationale for using deformed ducts wherein the smooth duct splice
pile was less stiff than that with the deformed ducts. The deformed duct pile also showed
a stiffer response than the unspliced control.
 Duct deformations using a 2in spacing performed as well if not better than 1in spacing;
use 2in spacing for deformations.
 Grouting port can be optionally removed from the side of pile to the top of pile to
enhance corrosion resistance.
 Wedge set losses can be minimized by inserting a tolerance reducing shims behind the
wedges.
 Ducts can be grouped into more convenient panels for quicker field installation.
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pter 5: Full Scale
S
Testin
ng (24in pilees)
Chap
Even tho
ough 14in pilles are used commerciallly, they are rrarely if ever used for FD
DOT projectts. In this
study thee 14in piles were considered lab-sccale specimeens. Larger 18, 24 and 30in piles are more
commonly used and for this stud
dy 24in piless were cast tto demonstrrate full scale applicabiliity of the
concept pile
p splice.
Three 24
4in square, 40ft
4 long pilees were cast for the purpposes of dem
monstrating the bendingg capacity
of the spllicing system
m. One pile was
w spliced from two 200ft segmentss and the othher two weree cast full
length ass control pilees. The only variation in
n the control piles was too increase thhe spiral spaccing near
the midpoint of the pile
p which would mimic the spiral sppacing of thee spliced pilee (discussed later).
C
s
5.1 Fabrrication of Components
Much off the same steps
s
were taken in the preparationn for the 24iin full scalee pile castinng as that
discussed
d earlier for the 14in speecimens. Thee preparationns included ffabrication oof: chuck asssemblies,
confinem
ment coils, deeformed duccts, splice heeader, and grrout manifollds. The bearring plates w
welded to
the chucks are show
wn in Figuree 5.1, confin
nement coil s attached tto the bearinng plate andd duct in
Figure 5..2 and machiining of the splice headeer in Figure 5.3. In all, 440 chuck assemblies werre needed
for the 20
0 splicing strrands config
guration. Theerein, twentyy 1/2in speciial strands w
were used forr both the
pile and splice.
s

Figuree 5.1. Chuck
ks welded to bearing plattes.
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ure 5.2. Fortty confinement coil, chuuck and ductt assemblies..
Figu
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Figuree 5.3. CNC machining
m
off header plattes.
Eight, 2in
n diameter solid
s
steel sp
pacer rods were cut to 122in lengths aand faced to be both perffectly
flat and precisely
p
thee same length
h. This was an increase in length froom the 14in piles which were
135

found to be too tight to easily access the ducct fastening bbolts. The paattern for the duct layouut and
strands was
w obtained
d from the casting yard
d drawings which weree in turned based on F
FDOT
standard specificatio
ons for precaast piles (Ap
ppendix B). After the inndividual pllates were ddrilled
with the strand and duct
d pattern, the plates were
w machinee to ensure thhe all surfacces were perffectly
parallel. The finished
d header platte assembly is shown in Figure 5.4; the strand annd duct patteern is
shown in
n Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.4. Finish
hed header pplate assemblly.
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Figuree 5.5. Headeer plate schem
matic showinng strand annd duct patteern.
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5.2 Castiing of 24-inch Pile Speccimens
The 24in
n pile specim
mens were caast at CDS Manufacturin
M
ng Inc. in G
Gretna, Floridda. There weere in
total threee 40ft speciimens includ
ding two con
ntrol piles aand one splicced pile (tw
wo 20ft segm
ments)
cast. Thee prefabricateed internal components
c
of
o the splicinng system w
were transporrted to the G
Gretna
casting plant.
p
In the earlier
e
14in piles,
p
each duct
d assemblly was installled and tiedd separately tto the
spirals. With
W only 8 ducts,
d
it wass reasonably achievable, but with 200 duct assem
mblies an alteernate
approach
h was taken to minimizee confusion from 20 looose ducts. A
As each sidee of the pilee was
slated for 5 ducts, th
he 20 overalll required ducts
d
were ggrouped in ppanels of 5 representingg that
des of the sp
plicing reinfforcing patteern. The preedeterminedd duct
required for each off the four sid
w set baseed on the strrand configu
uration of thee bed (Figurre 5.5). Figuure 5.6 show
ws the
spacing was
internal components
c
as delivered
d to the castting yard. D
Duct extensioons were insstalled separrately
(also sho
own). All end
d caps were taped shut to
o prevent inaadvertent inttroduction of foreign objjects.

Figure 5.6
6. Internal co
omponents oof splicing syystem.
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Addition
nally, the ancchorage locaations were staggered innto five stepps which cooincided witth the
five ductts on each side of the pille. Thereforee, all panels of five weree interchanggeable. Figurre 5.7
shows on
ne panel bein
ng taken oveer to the bed..
Casting the
t splice pile followed standard pro
ocedures whhere the splicce header w
was inserted iin the
bed like any normal pile separattion header (Figure
(
5.8) and strandss were progrressively insttalled
f
bottom
m to top priorr to installing
g ducts and ppulling the sspiral reinforrcement.
in order from

Figure 5.7.
5 Five-ducct, interchang
geable panell complete w
with staggereed anchoragees and deform
med
ducts.
Installation of the duct
d
assembllies required
d that all loong lengths of duct exteensions andd duct
panels (g
groups of 5) be placed affter the stran
nds were tennsioned but bbefore the sppirals were ppulled
to the en
nds of the piile. Two top
p strands weere left slackk to ease insstallation annd tensionedd only
after all splicing fixtures were installed.
i
While
W
the pannel concept did preset aand maintaiin the
proper sp
pacing, it allso introduced space resstrictions annd did not pprovide enouugh flexibiliity to
easily maanipulate thee panels into
o proper position. This w
was due to thhe rigidity oof the cross sstraps
welded to the ducts. An alternatte panel concept was deevised for fuuture applicaations using more
flexible sheet
s
metal straps/spaceers. Figure 5.8
5 shows thhe finished splicing sysstem in castt bed.
Figures 5.9
5 and 5.10 show the fin
nished bed.
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Figurre 5.8. Stran
nds threaded through heaader plates inn casting bedd.
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Fig
gure 5.9. Sp
plicing system
m in place.
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5
Fully sttressed bed with
w lifting lo
oops in-placce (note staggered anchoorages compllete
Figure 5.10.
with conffinement coiils).
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The spirals in the control piles had two layouts identified by specimen identifications C-1 or C-2.
The C-1 control had a spiral layout identical to the spliced pile, i.e., 5 turns @ 1in followed by 16
turns @ 3in at the ends. At the mid-span splice location there were 10 turns @ 1in followed by
32 turns @ 3in symmetrically placed about the mid-span (16 turn on each side of center). The
remaining portion of pile had a 6in pitch. This layout is shown in Figure 5.11.

5 Turns @ 1”

6” Pitch

16 Turns @ 3”

32 Turns @ 3”

10 Turns @ 1”

6” Pitch

5 Turns @ 1”

16 Turns @ 3”

Figure 5.11. C-1 control pile spiral layout (same as spliced pile).
The C-2 specimen used a traditional layout consisting of 5 turns @ 1in CTC spacing followed by
16 turns @ 3in at each end. The remaining portion of the pile had a 6in spiral pitch. This layout
is shown in Figure 5.12.
5 Turns @ 1”

6” Pitch (TYP.)

5 Turns @ 1”

16 Turns @ 3”

16 Turns @ 3”
Figure 5.12. C-2 control pile spiral layout (same as FDOT standard specifications).
Figure 5.13 shows concrete placement of the 24in test specimens. All test piles were cast in the
same bed, with the same concrete and prestress levels. Concrete test cylinders were made for
compressive strength tests which were conducted at the Structures Lab at the University of South
Florida.
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Figure 5.13. Concrete pllacement.
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2
Pile
5.3 Spliccing of the 24in
The cureed pile specimens were transported
t
to FDOT Sttructures Reesearch Centter in Tallahhassee
and madee ready for splicing.
s
5.3.1 Preeparations for
f Splicing
During preparation
p
work,
w
all thee ducts werre inspected for debris w
with a boresscope and sspring
movemen
nt of embed
dded wedgess was check
ked. Splicingg strands (ap
approximatelly 33ft) werre fed
into the upper pile segment
s
with
h exposed strands
s
beingg clamped tto ensure noo slippage dduring
assembly
y (Figure 5.14). Ten feeet was left at the base of the uppeer pile segm
ment and 3ft
ft was
exposed out the top of
o the upper pile segmen
nt. For conveenience, the lower expossed strand lengths
ggered in on
ne inch increm
ments so on
nly one strandd at a time w
would come into contactt with
were stag
the loweer pile segm
ment. Howev
ver, the flex
xibility of thhe long expposed lengthhs (10ft) peermits
manual bending
b
and reinserting strands
s
that miss
m the corrresponding dduct locationn.
Epoxy seealant was applied
a
to th
he splicing surfaces
s
prioor to rolling the upper ppile segmentt into
close contact with the lower pile
p
segmen
nt. Horizonttal splicing somewhat complicates the
procedurre as alignment can only
y be adjusted via overheead crane annd optical allignment. Thhis is
importan
nt as it removes needleess bending stress at thhe splice innterface whille the indivvidual
splicing strands aree stressed. Vertical
V
splicing proceesses are less prone too these typees of
nt induced stresses. In this case, a forklift
f
was used to pussh the upperr pile whichh was
alignmen
placed on
n rollers.

Figure 5.14.
5
All strands inserted
d passed the lower
l
pile w
wedges and segments were pushed
together.
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Figure 5..15 shows th
he final stag
ges just before joining thhe splice connnection. Sttrand clampss (not
shown) were
w removeed once the two
t
pile segments were in close prooximity and the proper leength
of strand
d had been pu
ushed into th
he lower pilee.

Figuree 5.15. Final splicing stag
ge removes tthe clamps pprior to matiing.
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ng / Splicing
g
5.3.2 Posst-Tensionin
The post--tension streessing order was
w determiined so that eeach pair off opposite strrands were jaacked
to predettermined loaads in three stages, whiich as notedd earlier maaintained ballanced strainn and
reduced losses from elastic com
mpression of the concretee. The splice stressing oorder of mattched
pairs wass marked on to the pile face
f
for conv
venience as sshown in Figgure 5.16. F
Figure 5.17 sshows
the stresssing jack wh
hile loading.

16. Splice strressing ordeer of matchedd pairs
Figure 5.1
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Figure 5.17.
5
Post teensioning of splicing straands.
Concretee strain was measured
m
neear the splicee interface du
during post teensioning via six strain ggages
attached to either sid
de of both pile segments (24 gages tootal). Gagess were locateed along the midheight / neutral
n
axis of
o the pile att distances of
o 6, 27, 37, 447, 57, and 667in from thhe splice inteerface
(Figures 5.18 and 5.1
19). Figure 5.18
5
shows the
t strain traaces of data averaged frrom either siide of
the upperr pile segmeent; Figure 5.19
5
shows the
t same datta for the loower pile seggment. The sstrain
oscillatio
on shown in the traces co
oincide with the applied jack loadinggs.
During the
t post ten
nsioning, the strain gag
ges closest to the inteerface registtered lower than
expected
d strain until about half way
w through the second ppass of stresssing. This w
was caused bby the
gradual expulsion
e
off the fluid epoxy
e
and in
ndicated the pile was noot in full coontact througghout
until thatt time. The possibility
p
of strand relaaxation assocciated with ssqueezing out the epoxyy was
remedied
d by perform
ming a third pass
p
of stresssing to the same target level. Figurre 5.20 show
ws the
load cyclles applied in
n three passees.
The straiin data was converted to
o stress usin
ng an assum
med concretee modulus bbased on conncrete
break strength. At the conclusion
n of the spliccing process , the final strress distribuution reflecteed the
Figure
linear disstribution creeated by staggering the anchors (fivve staggeredd anchoragess shown in F
5.10). Fig
gure 5.21 sh
how the stresss distribution.
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Figu
ure 5.18. Av
verage strain
n vs time forr the upper pile segment..

Figu
ure 5.19. Av
verage strain
n vs time forr the lower pile segment..
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Jack Load (k)

Fixed pile
alignment
w/ crane

Jack
misaligned ‐
abandoned &
restarted

Start 2nd
cycle

45

Start 3rd
cycle

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0

500

1000

1500

‐5

time (sec)

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

Figure 5.20. Timeline showing the stressing progression for three stressing passes.

1.2
1

Concrete Stress (ksi)

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
‐80

‐60

‐40

‐20

0

20

40

60

80

Distance From Splice (in)

Figure 5.21. Stress distribution at the conclusion of splicing on both sides of the splice interface
computed from average strains.
The strands extending from the jacking end (top of spliced pile) were cut which was necessary to
permit unobstructed access to the threaded duct ends for grouting (Figure 5.22).
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Figure 5.22.
5
Cutting
g excess straand length beefore attachinng grout fitttings.
Each ducct was fitted
d with a 3/4iin pipe nipp
ple. One ducct from eachh side was aadditionally fitted
with a baall valve thro
ough which the
t grout waas pumped (F
Figure 5.23)). A post tenssion tendon cable
grout (prroduct information prov
vided in Ap
ppendix A) w
was pumpedd into each of the fourr side
panels. Recall
R
that two
t
differen
nt grout plum
mbing confiigurations w
were used inn the earlier 14in
piles: one had a sidee-of-pile gro
out port whicch was connnected to alll 8 ducts, thhe other had all 8
nnected togeether but gro
outing was performed froom the top ((down one annd back the other
ducts con
7). In thiis case, each
h panel of 5 ducts (onee panel eachh side) was piped togetther to provvide 4
individuaal grouting circuits.
c
Thiss meant that grout could be injected into any onee of the ductts and
returned out the other four of thaat circuit.
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Figuree 5.23. Duct ends
e
fitted with
w 3/4in pippe nipple annd/or ball vallve.
Grouting
g was perform
med using two differentt systems: an air over flluid grout prressure pot aand a
manually
y operated positive
p
disp
placement grrout pump. Three of thhe four paneels were groouted
using thee pressure po
ot and one ussing the grou
ut pump. Groouting was sslow due to rrestrictions iin the
wedge asssemblies. However,
H
on
nce a steady
y flow of grrout was obsserved comiing from a ggiven
duct, thaat duct was capped / seealed shut. Injection waas then contiinued until all ducts onn that
circuit ex
xhibited good grout returrn (Figure 5..24).
In order to decrease the grouting
g time, the third
t
and foourth panels were grouteed using preessure
pot and grout
g
pump simultaneous
s
sly.
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plete with alll ducts cappped or valvess shut (bottoom).
Figuree 5.24. Groutting (top); grrouting comp
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5.4 Flexural Testing
Two types of flexural testing were conducted to compare the performance of the splice system
relative to unspliced control piles. The first set of tests used the full 40ft piles with a span of 38ft
and two load points creating a constant bending moment within the center of the pile. This tested
the effectiveness of the splice itself (compared to unspliced controls). Second, the upper portion
of the splice pile (with double strand steel) was cut from the bottom half and tested in 3-point
bending with a span of 18ft.
5.4.1 Four-Point Bending Tests
Four-point bending tests were conducted on November 19, 2014 at the FDOT Structures
Research Center in Tallahassee to compare the performance of the splicing system relative to
unspliced control specimens. The dimensions of the experimental setup were set in coordination
with the FDOT / USF research team. Test setup scheme is shown in Figure 5.25.

Loading
24” x 24” x 40’ Pile

Load Block Support

3’-3”

19’-0”

3’-3”

W14 x 109
18” x 7” x 1 5/8”
Neoprene Pad

32” x 10” x 2”
Neoprene Pad
19’-0”

Figure 5.25. Four-point flexural test setup.

The spreader beam assembly used for all four-point bending tests is shown in Figure 5.26.
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Figure 5.26. Spreader beam wiith neoprenee loading poiints set at 6.55 ft.
f all tests was
w 250lb/s through thee elastic porttion of the teest and traileed off
The initiaal load rate for
with resp
pect to the amount of damage
d
indu
uced into thhe specimenn due to hyddraulic flow
w rate
shortfallss. The test data was reecorded via computer ffor further analysis. Thhe failure m
modes
(Figure 5.27)
5
includeed crushing of concrete on top and fflexural craccks propagatting from boottom.
Visual in
nspection sh
howed a starrk differencee in permannent deformaation after ffailure wherre the
splice pille showed leess permanen
nt deformatio
on (Figures 5.27 and 5.228).

Figure 5.27.
5
Control (foregroun
nd) and splicee pile (back)) failure pattterns.
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Figure 5.28. Smalller permanen
nt deformatio
on of splicedd pile (right)); control (leeft) after testiing.
Diagonall cracks weree noted that emanated frrom the basee of the splicce joint in booth halves (F
Figure
5.29).

Figure 5.29
9. Highlighted crack patttern of splicced pile.
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The inclined cracks are thought to have formed where the post-tensioning strands and ducts
formed a transient support due to their larger flexural stiffness compared with other locations.
The stress state of the inclined cracked element is shown in Figure 5.30.

Contact Stress

τagg

Axial Stress
Dowel Stress
Figure 5.30. Stress state of inclined cracked element.
The aggregate interlocking stress τagg and contact stress of inclined crack can resist the dowel
stress.

5.4.2 Three-point bending
The three-point bending tests (Figure 5.31 and 5.32) were conducted on the segments from the
upper half of the spliced pile (with double steel) and one half of the control pile that had the extra
spirals at the mid-length (Control-1). Control 1 was selected as it exhibited less distress and
provided a viable specimen for retesting at half the original span length. Figure 5.33 shows threepoint specimens after testing.
In essence, these unplanned tests gave insight into the true benefit of extra reinforcing steel at the
top of spliced piles. This region of a pile in a bridge foundation is often exposed to the highest
bending moments.
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24” x 24” x 20’ Pile

Loading

10” x 10” x 2”
Neoprene P
Pad

32” x 10” x 2”
Neoprene P
Pad

Load Block Support

8’-6””

8’’-6”

Figu
ure 5.31. Th
hree-point fleexural test seetup.

Fig
gure 5.32. Th
hree-point beending tests
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Figurre 5.33. Three-point speecimens afterr testing (conntrol foregroound; splice backgroundd).

5.5 Test Results
ur-point ben
nding
5.5.1 Fou
d deflection plots for th
he spliced an
nd the two control pilees are shownn in Figure 5.34.
The load
Similar to
o the second
d 14in pile with
w deformeed ducts, the 24in splicedd pile (solid line) had a sstiffer
load disp
placement response afterr cracking an
nd exhibitedd smaller perrmanent defoormation thaan the
controls. The crackin
ng loads werre approximaately same ffor control annd spliced ppiles around 36 to
37 kips. Flexural
F
cap
pacities weree 635.9 kip-fft for splicedd pile and 6770.2 kip-ft foor averaged vvalue
of contro
ol piles. Thee ultimate capacity of the spliced ppile was appproximately 96% that oof the
control and exceeded
d the 600k-ftt minimum requirement
r
for 24in pilees (Table 2.11).
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90
80
70

Load (kip)

60
C-2 (Standard)

50

C-1 (Tight)
Spliced

40
30
20
10
0
0

1

2

3

4

Deflection (in)

5

6

7

8

Figure 5.34. Load vs deflection for different pile specimens of four-point bending tests.
Strain gages were attached to all the four point bending tests per the general schematic shown in
Figure 5.35 where centerline denotes mid-span (side gages are only shown for west side). The
numbers in the bracket refer to the strain gages on the east side.
CL
S2

S4

S14
S10
(S6)

S7
(S11)

S1

S3

S16

S9
(S13)

S12
(S8)

S5

S15

S17

Figure 5.35. Overall strain gage layout.
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S18

The detaailed strain gage layoutts for differrent views aand load veersus strain relationshipps are
shown in
n Figures 5.36 to 5.39. Compressio
on strain is shown as ppositive and tension straain as
negative..

90
80
70

( p )
Load (Kips)

60
Gage 2

50

Gage 4
40

Gage 14
Gage 16

30
20
10
0
0

200

400
0

600

800

10000

1200

1400

16
600

1800

Strain (microstrrain)

Fig
gure 5.36. Gaage layout and load vs sttrain for top gages 2, 4, 14, and 16 ((splice pile).
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90
80
70

Load (Kips)

60
Gage 1
Gage 3
Gage 5
Gage 15
Gage 17
Gage 18

50
40
30
20
10
0

‐400
0

‐300

‐200

‐100

0

100

200

300

4
400

Sttrain (Microsstrain)

Figure 5.37.
5
Gage laayout and load vs strain for bottom ggages 1, 3, 55, 15, 17, andd 18 (splice ppile).
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90
80
Gaage 10
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Gaage 12
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Load (Kips)
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50
40
30
20
10
0
‐400

‐300

‐200

‐100
0

0

100

200

300

400

Stra
ain (Microstrrain)

Figure 5.3
38. Load vs strain
s
for weest side gagees 7, 9, 10, annd 12 (splicee pile).
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90

80

70

Load (Kips)

60

50

Gage 6
Gage 11
1
Gage 8
Gage 13
1

40

30

20

10

0
‐400

‐300

‐200

‐100

0

100

2000

300

400

Sttrain (microsstrain)

Figure 5.3
39. Load vs strain for eaast side gage s 6, 8, 11, annd 13 (splicee pile).
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For comparison, the load versus strain relationships of control pile (C-1 with tight spiral spacing)
are shown in the Figures 5.40 – 5.44.
90
80
70

Load (Kips)

60
Gage 2

50

Gage 4

40

Gage 14

30

Gage 16

20
10
0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

Strain (Microstrain)

Figure 5.40. Load vs strain for top gages 2, 4, 14, and 16 (tight control pile).
90

Load (Kips)

80
Gage 1

70

Gage 3

60

Gage 5

50
40
30
20
10
0

-400

-300

-200

-100

0

100

200

300

400

Strain (Microstrain)

Figure 5.41. Load vs strain for north bottom gages 1, 3, and 5 (tight control pile).
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90
80
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Figure 5.42. Load vs strain for South bottom gages 15, 17, and 18 (tight control pile).
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Figure 5.43. Load vs strain for east side gages 6, 8, 11, and 13 (tight control pile).
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90
80
70

Load (Kips)

60
50

Gage 10
Gage 7

40

Gage 12
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20
10
0

-400

-300

-200

-100

0

100

200

300

400

Strain (Microstrain)

Figure 5.44. Load vs strain for west side gages 7, 9, 10, and 12 (tight control pile).
The comparisons of load versus top strain relationships between spliced pile and control piles for
four-point bending tests are shown in Figure 5.45.
90
80
70

Load (kip)

60
50
C-2 (Standard)

40

C-1 (Tight)
30

Spliced Pile

20
10
0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

Strain (microstrain)

Figure 5.45. Load vs top strain for all three pile specimens in four-point bending.
All strain data was plotted up to peak load unless the gage failed earlier.
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The high
hest compreessive strain registered in the splicce pile was about 16500ue, whereaas the
control pile
p went up to the normaal concrete crushing
c
lim
mit of 3000uee. Tension gages in the ssplice
pile fared
d better than
n the controll pile as all cracking
c
waas confined tto the splice interface reegion.
This is du
ue to the resident strandss of the pile that are unsttressed and ccapable of reesisting craccking.
All but one
o strain gage
g
on botttom of the control pilee failed by 330kips due to the unifoormly
distributeed cracking in the con
nstant moment region. However, concrete crrushing was also
observed
d to be confined to the splice interfaace (spliced ppile) whereaas the controol piles show
wed a
more wiidely distrib
buted crushing region (especially in the staandard C-2 control). C
Closer
inspectio
on of Figure 5.36 indicattes that the compressive
c
e strains at thhe top of thee splice pile were
not unifo
orm and deccreased with
h distance aw
way from thhe splice innterface; gagges 2ft way were
1100ue at
a failure wh
hile gages 1fft away weree higher at 11600ue. Knoowing crushiing was connfined
well insid
de the 1 ft gages
g
(Figuree 5.27), straiin at the inteerface must have risen to 3000ue ass with
the otherr piles tested
d. Figure 5.4
46 shows th
he suspectedd strain distriibution acrooss the top oof the
splice pille based on Figure
F
5.36 strain
s
data att failure andd the observeed crushing zzones.

Figure 5.46.
5
Concrette crushing regions:
r
conttrol (foregroound); splicee (backgrounnd).
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The strain distribution along the side of the piles varied considerably between the splice and
control piles where the control pile followed expected beam bending theory: gages 8, 9, 12, and
13 in the bottom half of the pile were in tension and gages 6, 7, 10 and 11 in the top half were in
compression. At approximately 55kips the neutral axis crossed over gages 7 and 11 (8in from
top) where those gages transitioned from compression to tension.
In contrast, the strain distribution along the side of the splice pile showed very little longitudinal
strain in the bottom three gages; the neutral axis did appear to cross over gages 7 and 11 but at a
lower load (45kips west side 32kips east side). The bottom two gages on each side show little to
no strain which indicated the orientation of the gages was aligned in a zero stress direction (45
degrees from any principal stress). This was confirmed by the crack that propagated from the
bottom of the splice interface at a 45 degree angle (shown in Figure 5.29) essentially aligning
with one of the principal stress directions (tension perpendicular the crack).

5.5.2 Three-point bending
The presence of double steel in the upper splice pile segment has the potential to be beneficial
especially in cases where higher bending moments are experienced near the top of pile (beneath
the pile cap). In such cases additional reinforcing steel is often added. However, the splice pile
already has unused / abandoned steel strand in this region due to the process used for the splice.
Therefore, the upper portion of the spliced four-point bending specimen was cut above the splice
and retested with a shorter span in 3-point bending. Likewise, Control pile 1 with tighter spacing
at mid span was also cut similarly and tested for comparison. Experimental results of load versus
mid-span deflections for the two pile segments are shown in Figure 5.47.
The spliced segment failed at 216.4 kips (919.7k-ft) while the control segment only failed at
181.5 kips (771.4k-ft). Not surprisingly, this was lower than that of spliced segment. When the
uniformly distributed dead load moment is added to the test load moments, validation of the 3
point test can be shown where both tests of the control pile (3 or 4 point) resulted in the same
failure moment (Table 5.1). The comparison also shows the spliced pile developed smaller
permanent deformation but also exhibited higher flexural capacity in the upper segment than the
regular (control) segment.
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Spliced Segment
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Figure 5.47. Loadings vs deflections for pile segments of three-point bending tests.

Tests
3 point
4 point
3 point
4 point

Table 5.1. Comparison of bending moment at failure
Test Moment DL Moment*
Ultimate
Specimens
(k-ft)
(k-ft)
Moment (k-ft)
771.4
21.7
793.1
20ft Control
670.2
108.3
778.5
40ft Control
20ft Upper Splice Section
919.7
21.7
941.4
635.9
108.3
744.2
40ft Spliced Pile

*Dead load moments for both control and spliced piles were based on a unit weight of 150pcf. The true
unit weight of the splice pile would be slightly higher than the control piles due to the additional weight of
the splicing strands and components.

The load versus top strain relationships for the pile segments in three-point bending tests are
shown in Figure 5.48. Both segments failed at a compressive strain of 0.003 (3000ue shown in
graph); the spliced segment again at a higher capacity than that of the control segment.
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Figure 5.48. Load vs top Strains for pile segments in three-point bending.

5.6 Lessons Learned
Each splice pile tested provided usable feedback to further the advancement of the overall splice
concept. For the 24in pile tests the following was concluded:







Casting yard installation highlighted the need to keep preassembled duct panel more
flexible or use fewer ducts per assembly.
Concreting the splice pile could be made easier by reducing the number of splicing
strands thereby using the next larger size strand (e.g. 16 – 0.6 splice strands instead of 20
– 1/2in special, etc.). This also would reduce splicing time. However, this is only more
cost effective and efficient if the reduced number of strands is divisible by 4.
The washer insert used to reduce wedge set losses may also restrict strand pass-through if
the spring cap on the chuck is inadvertently left in the compressed state in the casting
bed. Screw cap chucks with no spring back lash should be used to fully control final inbed tolerances. This complication manifested itself in difficult strand installation when
preparing the upper pile segment prior to splicing. Recall the lower pile segment does not
use the tolerance reducing washers.
Grouting was successful but slow due to restrictions in and around the wedges. Recall,
grout was pumped through the ducts and passed through the three slits that form around
the three wedges. Enhanced passageways should be considered to speed the grouting
process or an even more fluid grout may be considered.
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High pressure used to force grout through the wedges also forced some grout to find
alternate pathways out of the pile in the splice region. No adverse effects were noted as a
result of the grout paths through the epoxy at the time of bending tests, but alternate
couplers should be considered to provide the contractor the option to grout immediately
while the epoxy is uncured.
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Chapter 6: Field Pile Driving Demonstration (24in pile)
As an extension to the full scale bending tests, another 24in splice pile specimen was cast and driven
on a production bridge project where similarly sized piles had been already driven. This chapter
outlines the steps taken in preparing the components, casting the pile segments, splicing the pile,
driving the pile and an analysis of the collected data.
The field demonstration specimen was cast from two 24in square pile segments where the lower
segment was 70ft and the upper segment was 30ft. The location of the splice was set based on
discussions with state engineers and practitioners that noted that tension stresses are often highest in
the upper 1/3 of the pile length.
6.1 Fabrication of Components
Using recommended upgrades from the previous experiences (Chapters 4 and 5), the field
demonstration spliced pile specimen incorporated the following modifications:
(1) Screw back chucks were used to eliminate changes in wedge tolerances in the bed.
(2) The number of splicing strands was reduced from 20-1/2in special strands to 16-0.6in
strands. The motivation was to reduce splicing time and cage congestion during concreting.
(3) The alignment dowels (previously conical in shape, Figure 5.15) were fabricated in a straight
cylindrical fashion that could accommodate 1/8in thick neoprene compression gaskets to
form a seal during grouting.
(4) Recesses for neoprene seal/gaskets were produced on each face of the splice pile faces
around each alignment dowel using 1/16in thick neoprene washers compressed between the
splice header plate and the duct assemblies.
(5) Ducts were fitted to the anchorages using thermal expansion/contraction to eliminate
mismatched steel thicknesses that were previously welded.
(6) Spatial conflicts between the anchor bearing plates and the adjacent duct were eliminated by
tailoring the contact area and plate shape to fit around the adjacent strands and ducts. All
bearing plates were laser cut by a computerized burn table.
(7) Grout manifolds were maintained one per side of pile, but an offset was used to reduce the
conflicts with the pile prestressing strands.
(8) Finally, all ducts were deformed over the full length of duct and not just those portions
immediately adjacent the splice interface (previous specimen was limited to 10ft on either
side of the splice)
As with the previous splice specimens, the preparations included fabrication of: chuck assemblies,
confinement coils, deformed ducts, splice header, and grout manifolds. The laser cut bearing plates
welded to the chucks are shown in Figure 6.1, ducts thermally press fitted to the anchorage and
threaded chuck cap in Figure 6.2 and 6.3, confinement coils and finished assemblies Figure 6.4 and
the resurfaced splice header plate Figure 6.5. In all, 32 chuck assemblies were needed for the 16
splicing strand configuration. The pile however still used twenty 1/2in special strands.
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Figure 6.1.
6 Laser cutt plates (top left), weldin
ng chuck/plaate anchoragge assembly ((top right),
machined
d close tolerance anchorrage (bottom
m left), chuckks ready for dduct connecttions (bottom
m
right).
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6 Thermal press fitted duct to anch
horage proceess (screw baack cap, top four imagess;
Figure 6.2.
bearing plate,
p
bottom
m).
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Figure 6..3. Ducts fittted to bearin
ng plates (left
ft) and screw
w back caps (right)
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ure 6.4. 32 co
onfinement coils
c
before and after asssembling intto completedd anchoragess.
Figu
The samee 24in splicee header waas used even
n though the center duct holes on eaach side werre not
needed. The
T faces off the header were resurffaced to ensuure no deviaations from parallel occcurred
during th
he previous usage (Figu
ure 6.5). The
T assembleed header w
was used to pre-set the duct
spacing where
w
the du
ucts were weelded together in pairs. T
Therefore, 8 pairs wouldd then be useed on
each sidee of the splicce (in each pile
p segmen
nt). This alsoo meant thatt there wouldd be four staagger
lengths instead
i
of fiive used preeviously. Before each du
duct was asssembled andd welded intto the
pairs, thee wedges and
d/or wedge spacers were installed. S
Spacers werre only used in the upper pile
side of th
he splice wheere wedge seet losses wou
uld occur.
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Figure 6.5.
6 Blancharrd grinding header
h
plate faces (top leeft); wedge lloss spacers (top right)
reconditiioned headerr (bottom) ussed to pre-fitt duct assem
mblies weldedd into pairs.
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men
6.2 Castiing of 24-inch Driving Demonstrattion Specim
The 24in
n driving dem
monstration specimen was
w cast at D
DuraStress Innc. in Leesbuurg, Florida.. This
included two pile seg
gments 70ft and 30ft com
mplete with internal spliicing compoonents. Figurre 6.6
he internal co
omponents as
a delivered to
t the casting yard. Ductt extensions were installled as
shows th
separate pieces, but all
a ducts werre deformed..

6 Internal componentss of splicing system as ddelivered to ccasting yard;; extension dducts
Figure 6.6.
(left), paired
d anchoragess (right).
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Anchorag
ge locationss were stagg
gered into fo
our steps whhich corresponded to four ducts on each
side of th
he pile. Therefore, two pairs were installed
i
on each side, oone pair withh the two shhorter
lengths to
o the anchorrage and the other pair with
w the longer lengths. In all, there w
were two typpes of
interchan
ngeable paneels which weere matched
d with a corrresponding ppanel in the other side oof the
pile splicce. This mean
nt that somee care was reequired to ennsure proper matching too other side oof the
pile splice. Figure 6.7 shows two pairs of ducts thhat would fform one ppile side (dduring
fabricatio
on).

Figure 6.7.
6 Four-ducct, interchang
geable two pair
p set with staggered annchorages annd deformedd
ducts.
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Casting the
t splice pile followed standard pro
ocedures whhere the splicce header w
was inserted iin the
bed like any normal pile separattion header (Figure
(
6.8) and strandss were progrressively insttalled
in order from
f
bottom
m to top priorr to installing
g ducts and ppulling the sspiral reinforrcement.

Figure 6.8.
6 Strands threaded
t
thro
ough header plates in cassting bed, spplice header foreground;
chamfereed jacking pllate header (background
(
).
Installation of the duct assembliees required th
hat the long lengths of dduct extensioons and duct pairs
be placed
d in the bed
d after the sttrands were tensioned bbut before thhe spirals w
were pulled tto the
ends of the
t pile. Two
o top strands were left slack
s
to easee installationn and tensionned only aftter all
splicing fixtures werre installed. The two, paair duct optioon eased insstallation ovver the previously
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used 5 du
uct panel wh
hich was aw
wkward to haandle. Figuree 6.9 shows the ducts buundled insidde the
strands so
o that the spirals could be
b easily pulled over andd spaced prioor to installaation.

Figure 6.9.
6 Duct exteensions and anchorage assemblies
a
suuspended wiith tie wire w
while spiralss
were set at prescribed
d spacings of
o 1, 3 or 6inches per stanndard speciffications (upper 30ft pilee,
r
left; loweer 70ft pile, right).
6
shows the finished
d assembliess. The blacck and red heat shrink sealant dennoted
Figure 6.10
whether or not the duct
d
assemblly incorporaated the weddge spacer (bblack left w
were in upperr pile
ntain the spacer as disccussed earlieer). Figure 66.11 shows tthe bearing plate
segment and did con
d how it con
nforms to thee strand conffiguration.
shape and
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Fig
gure 6.10. Splicing systeem in place

6
Four du
uct adaptation increased concrete acccess/flow (riight), previouusly used 5 dduct
Figure 6.11.
version (left), sculpteed bearing pllate shape (ttop right).
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The spiraals in the pille segments conformed to
t FDOT staandard speciifications as shown in F
Figure
6.12, (i.ee. 5 turns @ 1in followed by 16 turn
ns @ 3in at eeach end). T
The remaininng portion of pile
had a 6in
n pitch.

5 Turns @ 1”

6” Pitcch

16
1 Turns @ 3”

32 Turns
T
@ 3”

5T
Turns @ 1”

6” P
Pitch

10 Tu
urns @ 1”

16 Turrns @ 3”

Figure 6.12
2. Pile spirall layout (FD
DOT specifications).
A self-co
onsolidation concrete miix was used which remooved the need for vibratiing (Figure 66.13).
Concretee test cylindeers were maade for comp
pressive strenngth tests w
which were cconducted booth at
DuraStreess and the Structures
S
Laab at the University of Soouth Floridaa.

Figure
F
6.13. Concrete pllacement.
d
ng was 7900ppsi (3 days aafter casting)) which increeased
Concretee strength at the time of de-tensionin
to 8400psi at the timee the pile seg
gments weree spliced (4 ddays after caasting).
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n Demonstration Pile
6.3 Spliccing the 24in
The cureed pile specim
mens were removed
r
from
m the bed annd set aside in a low traaffic region oof the
DuraStreess yard wheere they were made read
dy for splicinng. During eextraction thhe bottom coorners
of the up
pper pile seg
gment were chipped leaaving two laarge trianguular gaps in the cover reegion
(Figure 6.14).
6
Some honeycombiing was also
o noted on thhe lower pilee.

Figure 6.14.
6
Upper pile splicing
g was face was
w chipped along bottoom side duriing removal from
bed (ductt bolts retain
ned to keep ducts
d
clean and
a free from
m debris).
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Figure 6.15.
6
Lower pile
p segmentt splicing facce showing ssome honeyccombing on right side.
6.3.1 Preeparations for
f Splicing
During preparation
p
work,
w
all the duct bolts were
w removeed and each dduct was insspected for ddebris
with a bo
orescope (Fiigure 6.16). Figure 6.16 also shows the 1/16in tthick neopreene washers used
to form the
t grout seaal recesses. After inspecction, the mating surfaces of the pilles were cheecked
for flatneess where sttrand stubs were ground
d below thee surface andd the edges of the pile were
slightly rounded
r
(Fig
gure 6.17).
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Figu
ure 6.16. Bo
orescope insp
pection show
wed no debriis in wedges.
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Figure 6.17.
6
Preppin
ng splicing faaces by remo
oving high sspots from stteel strands oor concrete
edges. Note recessed
d formed by 1/16in rubbeer washers.
The 0.6in
n splicing sttrands were cut to length
h (approxim
mately 45ft), ends were gground to rem
move
burrs or sharp edgess (Figure 6.1
18) and then
n fed into thee upper pilee segment w
where the expposed
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strands were
w clamped
d to ensure no
n slippage into the uppper pile segm
ment occurreed during spllicing
(Figure 6.19).
6

Figure 6.18.
6
Splicin
ng strands ground to removed
r
buurrs and shaarp edges ffacilitating eeasier
insertion into embedd
ded anchoraages.
mately ten feet
f
of stran
nd was left exposed
e
at tthe base of the upper ppile segmentt (for
Approxim
insertion in the lowerr pile) and 5ft
5 was exposed out the ttop of the uppper pile seggment for jaccking
o 2ft was neecessary). Fo
or convenien
nce, the loweer exposed sstrand lengthhs were stagggered
(only 1 to
in one in
nch incremen
nts so only one
o strand att a time wouuld come intto contact wiith the lower pile
segment. Figure 6.19
9 shows all strands
s
in pllace ready fo
for splicing ccomplete witth strand claamps.
Readily available, easy-to-use
e
mechanical
m
vice grips w
were used. A quick chheck of harddness
ps made no indentationns in the strrand that coould cause sstress
showed the teeth off the clamp
concentraations. Also,, note the aliignment dow
wels and the 1/8in thick nneoprene compression ggasket
were insttalled at thee same time. Recall the recess arouund the ductts was form
med with a 1/16in
neoprenee washer co
ompressed between
b
the header platte and the dduct at the time of casting.
Detailed schematics of the dowell and seal deesign can be found in Apppendix E.
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6
Upper pile segmen
nt with all sp
plicing strannds inserted and clampeed complete with
Figure 6.19.
alignmen
nt dowels and neoprene gaskets.
g
w
spliced horizontally
y using a moobile gantry--type cast yaard crane (F
Figure
The pile segments were
gure 6.21sho
ows the pile segments beeing broughtt together as the strands were alignedd and
6.20). Fig
fed into the
t corresponding ducts in the lowerr pile. Even though the sstrands had bbeen staggerred in
1in increements, the flexibility
f
off the long ex
xposed lengtths (10ft) peermitted mannual bendingg and
reinsertin
ng strands th
hat missed th
he sequence of
o strand inssertion.
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Figure 6.20.
6
Gantry crane used to lift uppeer pile segment (left) annd bring intoo close proxximity
with lower pile segm
ment (right).
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Figure 6.21.
6
Feeding
g splicing strrands into lo
ower pile (baackground) aas upper pilee (foregroundd)
was brou
ught closer.
poxy sealantt was appliedd to both spllicing surfacces and the uupper
Strand cllamps were removed, ep
pile was brought witthin 1in of contact
c
(Figu
ure 6.22). A
As the weighht was indeppendently heeld by
the cran
ne in two positions,
p
th
he vertical and horizoontal alignm
ment was coontrolled. M
Minor
adjustmeents could then easily be made by haand.
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Figure 6.22. Final steps in aliggning the splice.
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ng
6.3.2 Posst-Tensionin
The post--tension streessing order was
w determiined so that eeach pair off opposite strrands were jaacked
to predettermined loaads in three stages, whiich as notedd earlier maaintained ballanced strainn and
reduced losses from elastic com
mpression of the concretee. The splice stressing oorder of mattched
pairs wass marked on
n to the pile for convenience as shoown in Figuure 6.23. Alll strands witth the
same anchorage loccations weree stressed in
n further seets of four (i.e. 1, 2, 33, and 4 alll had
anchorag
ges 59in into lower pile and 43in into upper pile). Threee jacking ccycles were used
starting at
a 8kips and increasing in
i 20kip inteervals up to 880 percent oof 270ksi in the 0.6in strrands:
st
nd
1 cycle,, 8kips; 2 cycle, 28kip
ps; and 3rd cycle,
c
48kipps. Figure 6.24 shows tthe stressingg jack
while loaading.

Figure 6.2
23. Splice strressing ordeer of matchedd pairs
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Figure 6.24.
6
Post-teensioning of splicing straands.
d to both sid
des of each pile
p segmentt were positiooned at fourr locations sppaced
Strain gaages mounted
away fro
om the splicce interface at 13.5, 35, 51, and 677in. This coorrespondedd to the middpoint
between anchorages or the ancho
orage and the splice inteerface (Figurre 6.25). Ancchorage locaations
were at 27,
2 43, 59, an
nd 75in away
y from the sp
plice interfaace.
All strain
n gages as well
w as the jacking
j
forcce was recorrded duringg the post teensioning. D
Delays
were exp
perienced du
ue to a faulty generator.. Figures 6.226-6.29 show
w the jackinng force, average
strains frrom each paiir of similarrly positioned gages, thee eccentricityy imposed oon the pile dduring
jacking at
a the splice interface
i
and
d the final sttrain distribuution in the ppile splice reegion.
No appreeciable strain
n or load waas imposed during
d
the firrst cycle of loading as thhe wedge seeating
losses ex
xceeded the 8 kip applied
d load (Figu
ure 6.27). Thhis was an ovversight; a ttwo stage loaading
would haave been mo
ore efficient.. However, soft contact was achieved. Similar to the previously
spliced pile
p (Chapterr 5), the straiin gages clo
osest to the ssplice did noot register the full load ddue to
the epoxy
y in the centter taking loaad which pro
ogressively m
moved to thhe outer edgees when loadd was
then registered.
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The “leftt” and “rightt” denoted in
n Figure 6.28
8 are arbitrarry definitionns whereby tthey represennt the
eccentriccity computeed from strain
n gages on opposite
o
sidees of the pilee. No apprecciable eccenttricity
remained
d after the sp
plicing was completed.
c

Figure 6.25.
6
Strain gages
g
mountted on both sides of eachh pile 13.5, 335, 51, and 667in from spplice.
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Figure 6.26. Jack force history showing increasing load cycles.
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Figure 6.27. Average strain history in the pile during stressing.
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Figure 6.28. Eccentricity induced during stressing minimized by stressing order.
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Figure 6.29. Final strain distribution in the pile near the splice.
After stressing, the strands extending from the jacking end (top of spliced pile) were cut which
was necessary to permit unobstructed access to the threaded duct ends for grouting (Figure 6.30).
Alternately, strands would be cut prior to driving and grouting would then be performed after
driving from a lower elevation.
The jacking plate/header plate was also removed at that time to further facilitate access.
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Figure 6.30.
6
Cutting
g excess straand length beefore attachinng grout fitttings.
d with a 3/4iin pipe nipp
ple. One ducct from eachh side was aadditionally fitted
Each ducct was fitted
with a ball valve thrrough which
h the grout was pumpeed (Figure 66.31). The saame post tennsion
tendon cable grout previously
p
ussed (productt informationn provided iin Appendixx A) was pum
mped
h of the four side panels. As with the previous 224in spliced pile specim
men, all four ducts
into each
from eacch side of the pile were piped togeth
her to serve as one grouut circuit (foour circuits ttotal).
This meaant that grou
ut could be injected
i
into
o any one off the ducts inn the circuit and returneed out
the otherr three.
As each of the other three ducts confirmed return
r
flow oof grout (Figgure 6.31) it was then caapped
to direct flow to the remaining ducts.
d
Groutting was perrformed usinng a ChemG
Grout modell CG550P gro
out mixing an
nd pumping unit. The fu
ully grouted ppile is shownn in Figure 66.32.
The follo
owing week,, the grout fittings
f
weree removed annd the strandds were all cut flush forr pile
driving (F
Figure 6.33)).
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Figure 6.31.
6
Grout pumped
p
in on
ne of the fou
ur ducts in thhe circuit unttil it flowed from the othher
three and
d capped.
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Figurre 6.32. Grou
uting fourth circuit (top) as last duct shows grouut return; all oothers cappeed.

Figuree 6.33. Uppeer pile end with
w all groutt fittings rem
moved and str
trands cut fluush for drivinng.
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6.4 Pile Driving Demonstration
The performance of the concept splice was demonstrated via a side-by-side comparison with a
one piece pile of similar length. The one piece control pile was driven as part of a routine test
pile program at the I-4 / Deer Bridge wildlife crossing near Deland, Florida using an APE Model
46-32 single acting diesel hammer. The Plans sheets showing the pier layout, soil borings, and
pile driving logs can be found in Appendix E.
6.4.1 Test Pile Installation
The closest of the test piles to the demonstration splice specimen was Pile 1 in End Bent 3-3.
This pile was 115ft in length and was driven on April 21, 2015 through 85ft of fine sand and silt
terminating will refusal conditions in limestone. Test piles and production piles were driven with
a 13.75in plywood pile cushion to control tension stresses in the early stages of driving. Figure
6.34 shows the compression and tension stresses recorded by pile driving analyzer (PDA).
Tension stresses are shown from two PDA outputs: TSX denotes the worst case tension stress
that occurred anywhere in the pile and TLS indicates the stresses specifically extracted from a
position in the pile 30ft from the top which corresponded to the splice location for comparison.
Note tension stress never exceeded 1ksi nor the maximum allowable tensile stress (1.25ksi for
6ksi concrete) and the maximum tension stress TLS was the same as TSX for most of the
driving. This confirmed that a splice in the upper third of the pile would experience the worst
cast tension stresses and provided the rationale for selecting that location for the splice in the
demonstration splice pile specimen.
2
sapt = 1251psi (maximum allowable tensile stress)

Concrete Stress (ksi)

1
Number of Blows

0
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

CSX

‐1

TSX
TLS (30ft from top)

‐2
‐3
‐4

sapc = 3486psi (maximum allowable compressive stress)

Figure 6.34. Driving stresses in test pile used as comparative control (End Bent 3-3, Pile 1).
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6.4.2 Spllice Pile Insttallation
The dem
monstration sp
plice pile waas designated
d as Pile 1-11 as it was ddirectly adjaccent Pile 1 inn End
Bent 3-3 opposite Pille 2 and wass not used as part of the bbridge suppoort. The pile length was 100ft
as noted earlier, 15fft shorter thaan the adjaccent control pile (Pile 1)). Figure 6.335 shows thhe asdelivered
d splice pilee. No attemp
pts were maade to patchh the chippeed portion oof the lowerr pile
segment.

s
dellivered on-siite (left); dam
maged corneers (right).
Figure 6.35. Splice pile specimen
p
into a 25ft prefoormed hole w
which expeddited the drriving
All piless on this briidge were placed
process while
w
minim
mizing tensilee stresses req
quired to pennetrate the uppper soils. F
Figure 6.36 sshows
the pile after placem
ment in the preformed hole
h
prior too driving. F
Figure 6.37 shows the eentire
bridge piile groupingss.
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Figure 6.36.
6
Pile in template
t
prio
or to driving
g (left); closee-up of splicce prior to drriving (middlle
and rightt).

6
Deer Brridge piles lo
ooking north
heast (End B
Bent 3-1 in fooreground, E
End Bent 3-33 in
Figure 6.37.
backgrou
und, splice pile in leads driven
d
to thee left / northw
west of Pile 1, EB 3-3).
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To introduce tensile stresses that would approach or even exceed the maximum allowable stress,
a thinner plywood pile cushion (11.75in) was used at the onset. Recall, 13.75in was used on the
test piles which balanced driving efficiency and controlled excessive tension stress. The hammer
used to drive the splice pile specimen was the same as that used for the test pile and had four fuel
settings to control stroke height and the associated energy. A chronology of the driving
progression is presented for the splice pile specimen:








Starting with fuel setting one, the splice pile was driven from 25 to 44ft of embedment
(286 blows) with tensile stresses as high as 1.34ksi which occurred at the splice location
(TLS). The average tensile stress for this portion of the drive was 1.25ksi. Average
compressive stress was 1.96ksi.
To increase driving efficiency, an additional 7.5in of cushion was added (lengthens load
pulse and lowers tension stress) which allowed the hammer to be run at higher energy
levels. An additional 1195 blows were imparted starting with fuel setting 1 (from 44 to
52ft), fuel setting 2 from 52 to 61ft, fuel setting 3 from 61 to 62ft, and fuel setting 4 from
62 to 76ft. Average tensile stresses were 0.72, 0.80, 0.92, and 1.12ksi for fuel settings 1,
2, 3, and 4, respectively. Compressive stresses, however, were only 1.86, 2.12, 2.21, and
2.36ksi, again respectively, which were not likely to achieve pile capacity without
another cushion change to thereby increase compression stress (and tension stress). Note
as the pile became more embedded, tensile stresses were expected to decrease.
To further increase energy transfer into the pile, the pile cushion was removed and
replaced with a thinner 9in cushion. The 19in (11.75in + 7.5in) original cushion
thickness was found to have reduced to 14.5in. An additional 2036 blows were applied to
the pile immediately using fuel setting 4. The pile was driven from 76 to 95ft when
driving was interrupted to remove the template allowing it to be driven an additional 4ft.
Driving stresses for this portion of the drive started at 0.9ksi tension and 2.6ksi
compression and concluded at 0.3 and 3.6ksi, respectively. Pile driving records for both
the test and splice piles can be found in Appendix E.
At the end of drive, the PDA estimated pile capacity was 1660kips with 131blows/ft. In
comparison, the test pile was driven to 1400kips with 150blows/ft. In all, the pile
withstood 3231 blows with no detrimental effects.

The PDA recorded tension and compression stresses are shown in Figure 6.38 for the splice pile
specimen. Note the allowable tensile and compressive stresses were exceeded for the
experimental pile; under normal pile driving conditions these limits would not have been
intentionally ignored.
During each pile cushion adjustment, the pile was visually inspected for obvious damage; none
was noted. Figure 6.39 shows the pile at each cushion change (286 and 1766 blows).
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2
sapt = 12
251psi (maximum allowable tensilee stress)
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m allowable compressive stress)

Figure 6.38
8. Driving sttresses in spllice pile speccimen (End Bent 3-3, Piile 1-1).

Figure 6.39.
6
Visual inspection
i
of splice at eaach cushion change (addded 7.5in at 444ft, left;
replaced with 9in at 76ft,
7
right).
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The inteegrity of thee pile was continuouslly monitoreed via the B
BTA integrity factor w
which
registered
d an averagee value of 97.4 out of 100 (min 90;; max 100). In comparisson the one piece
control pile
p registereed an averag
ge of 99.9 (m
min 89.4; maax 100). Thee last visual inspection ((prior
to going underground) showed a hairline craack in the eppoxy (Figuree 6.40). Whhile the crackk was
completeely closed, itt appeared to
o have initiatted from the chipped edgge which waas expected ggiven
the notch
hed shape an
nd the associaated stress concentrationns with suchh a shape.

Fig
gure 6.40. Visual
V
inspecction of all siides of the pile showed hhairline cracck in epoxy.
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6.5 Lessons Learned
Each splice pile tested provided usable feedback to further the advancement of the overall splice
concept. For the 24in pile driving demonstration specimen the following was concluded:

















Fewer ducts did reduce the number of components, the casting yard installation time,
splice preparation time, and the number of strands stressed during the splice process.
Self-consolidating concrete was used to cast pile so no direct comparison could be made
with regards to the reduced congestion in the cage. However, the cage appeared to be
more open and any traditionally used concrete vibrator would have been applicable.
The use of screw cap chucks removed all tolerance variations and the strands were easily
inserted in both the upper pile segment (with shim washers) and the lower pile. Recall the
lower pile segment does not use the tolerance reducing shims.
Grouting was still slow even though larger 0.6in chucks were used. No dedicated
pathways around or through the wedges were provided which should be considered.
The use of neoprene gaskets around the alignment dowels (in the preformed recesses)
proved to withstand the 500psi grout pressure that was applied by the pump. No grout
leaks were apparent.
The new alignment dowels had much tighter tolerance than earlier versions which meant
alignment needed to be closely watched to prevent the dowels from catching the face of
the lower pile face. The lower pile face threaded duct connectors should be internally
tapered (e.g. ¼in chamfer) to prevent this concern and automatically align the pile halves.
The additional stiffness of the 0.6in strands more easily overcame the wedge spring
resistance making the splice process progress smoothly.
Simple vice-grip clamps were used on each strand in lieu of specialized clamps which
sped the upper pile preparation process (however not recommended for shipping).
Inadvertent damage at the splice face is inevitable. The type of damage experienced was
perhaps the worst type of stress concentrator for the epoxy. Even though, the pile drove
without notable concern from the PDA operators. With this experience a small chamfer
should be considered to lessen the likelihood of chips recognizing that the lower pile
segment would first be driven. However, the standard chamfer is not recommended as it
nearly replicates the chip in the tested pile. Suggested pile extraction techniques are
outlined in the procedure below to minimize pile damage.
A two-piece, separable splicing header could be considered that can be disassembled
prior to pile removal from the bed to minimize / prevent the damage experienced.
Driving the pile with wet epoxy would eliminate cracking and increase long term
durability by forming the seal after drive. The driven demonstration pile was essentially
cracked after the first 283 blows due to the higher than allowable tensile stresses. For
production applications, however, staying within FDOT allowable tension limits would
also prevent cured epoxy from cracking.
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While the research team was well versed in the steps to perform the splice, slip-ups made
it apparent that a comprehensive checklist should be used especially as each progressive
experimental splice employed more considerations and refinements.

6.6 Splicing Checklist / Procedure


Detensioning (Pile removal)
o When removing pile from bed, remove all duct fastening bolts from both sides of
the splice header plate prior to detensioning.
o After the strand have been cut roughly in the middle between pile halves, tap the
strands with a hammer in all directions (up, down, left, right) to loosen concrete
bond between the strands and header.
o During pile removal lift one end of one pile half that is away from the splice
header first and then set back down one or two times to systematically loosen the
splice header from the pile halves.
o Do not allow / discourage dragging the pile down the bed in an attempt to
separate the pile halves; lifting and lowering will usually be sufficient (above).
Note a separating header plate is being considered that may reduce damage
associated with separation problems.



Prepare splicing faces and jacking end
o Grind off all prestressing strand stubs from the ends of each side of the splice
faces.
o There are three faces to consider: the two splice faces and the upper jacking end
face (top of upper pile). The bottom end of the lower pile segment should be
prepared using standard pile preparation techniques and is not considered as
part of this procedure.
o Use a straight edge to ensure that no high points exist on either of the splice faces.
Any high spot or bump will attract load and potential cause a local failure or spall.
Strands should be ground to be slightly below the slice surface plane.
o The edges of the splice faces will always have excess concrete that also will need
to be removed making sure that the entire edge also causes no obstruction to the
straight edge. Use of a small chamfer ¾ by ¾in (discussed earlier) will minimize
this effort.
o The top face of the upper pile has a jacking plate that serves two functions: (1)
during casting it aligns the ducts relative to the strands and (2) during splicing it
can provide a bearing plate. This plate can be removed prior to splicing while still
on the ground to removed prestressing strand stubs completely and the plate can
then be reinstalled for jacking. Or, the plate can be abandoned and a smaller
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bearing plate can be incorporated into the stressing jack. In either case, cleaning
the pile face on the ground prior to stressing is preferred.
Preparing upper pile half
o The upper pile segment can be prepared prior to shipping to the project site or can
be prepared on site.
o Prepare splicing strands involves cutting them to length and softening / grinding
the sharp edges caused by cutting. This can done either individually in advance,
or by directly pulling strand from spool.
o Before inserting strand in upper pile segment soften the leading edge of the strand
with a grinder to minimize the potential of snagging in the wedges during
insertion.
o The length of strand should extend sufficiently out the top of pile and provide
enough length to fully penetrate into the lower pile ducts. The length can be
conservatively set to be the upper pile segment length plus 15ft.
o Install alignment dowel with 1/8in neoprene gasket into the duct openings and
make sure no threads are exposed. The strand can be inserted through the
alignment dowel after it is installed or the alignment dowel can be slid onto the
strand and installed after strand is inserted.
o With the strand exposed the correct length out the bottom of the pile, clamp the
strand with an external fixture to prevent upward/inward movement of the strand
during shipping or splicing operations. For shipping, vice-grips are not
recommended as they may be inadvertently dislodged or stolen. A bolt-on clamp
should be used for shipping but the more quickly removable vice-grips (or
similar) should be used during splicing for ease of removal.
o Recall the strand can only go one direction in the upper pile segment. Therefore,
predetermine the length of strand that will be exposed out the bottom end.
Staggering the strand lengths by an inch is a reasonable approach as no two strand
will touch at the same time. However, the 10ft exposed length provides enough
flexibility to bend and insert by hand. If the strand is mistakenly pushed in too far,
then fully remove the strand out the top of the pile and reinstall with the correct
exposed length and affix the clamp.
Splicing
o Epoxy can be applied to the splice faces prior to hoisting the upper pile half to
prevent unnecessary workplace harm to the field technicians. For horizontally
spliced piles epoxy can be applied later.
o Lift the upper pile and suspend over lower pile segment oriented with the top of
bed faces aligned.
o Lower the upper pile while aligning each strand with the corresponding duct in
the lower pile. Take care to prevent crossing the strands.
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o As the pile comes within a couple inches of making contact, adjust alignment to
ensure the dowels do not catch the lower pile face (a slight redesign of the lower
pile threads will eliminate this concern as discussed earlier). Small movements ca
be performed by hand.
o Lower until contact is achieved but maintain tension in the crane connection.
Post tensioning
o The order of strand stressing should be balanced such that eccentricity is minimized /
controlled.
The orders used for the specimens in this study also stressed all strands with the same
anchor locations. For example, the last pile had four staggers (positions) and four
strands with each location (one per side). Therefore, opposite sides of the pile were
stressed for each position and then systematically went to the next set of four with the
same location.



o Stress strands in at least two stages (preferably three). The first stage should be 1/3
the final jacking load and must exceed 10kips.
o After all strands have been stressed, cut all post tension strands flush for pile driving.
Grouting
o Depending on the specific grout duct configuration / circuit design, install 3/4in NPT
pipe nipples in each of the ducts.
o Pipe caps should be available to stop grout flow once return has been demonstrated.
One fewer than the number in the grout circuit is required.
o Connect the grout inflow hose to one of the circuit ducts and pump grout until flow
return is confirmed from the rest of the ducts in that circuit.
o Cap each duct as grout flow is observed.
o When all ducts are grouted, disconnect grout hose and move to the next circuit.
o Caps can be removed and re-used for the next circuit (vertical pile case).
o When all circuits have been grouted, remove all grout fixtures (pipe nipples, caps,
etc.). Splice is complete.

While the design of the splice does not depend on the grout bond between the ducts and the strand,
there is benefit received after the grout cures and strands become fully bonded. However, grouting
can be performed after driving when the pile top is nearer the ground surface and easier to access.
Similarly, it is envisioned that pile driving can commence directly after splicing while grout is still
fluid (or ungrouted) and epoxy is uncured. These conditions were not tested within the timeframe of
this study.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions
Structures such as bridges or tall buildings often require deep foundations in order to reach soil or
rock strata capable of resisting the associated high loads. In Florida, concrete elements such as
driven piles, drilled shafts or other cast-in-place alternatives provide a natural choice. This is
somewhat in response to the economy of concrete in Florida, but for marine structures, concrete
provides excellent durability via the concrete cover that protects the reinforcing steel. In some cases,
however, bearing layers are too deep for precast piles due to limitations on trucking lengths and
lifting weights. In such applications, drilled shafts have an advantage, but drilled shafts are not wellsuited for all soil conditions. As a result, longer precast concrete piles must be spliced from shorter,
more easily transported segments. Historically, these splices have presented problems.
The most successful and robust concrete pile splice has been mechanical splices that cast into the
ends of the piles some form of steel connection detail where a key, bolts, or pins fasten the two
segments together in a fashion more aligned with structural steel connections. These connections,
while effective, must transfer tension stresses during driving from one pile segment to the next via
reinforced concrete concepts (i.e. development length of large rebar cast into the ends of each pile
segment). As a result, prudent state specifications restrict tension stresses to less than half that
allowed an unspliced prestress pile. This study investigated the use of an alternative approach that
incorporated post tensioning the two splice pile segments together. The concept eliminates the
limitations on tension stresses during driving.
In the process of developing the concept splice design, numerical modeling, laboratory testing, and
full scale tests were performed which culminated with a pile driving demonstration of a spliced pile
specimen.
7.1 Laboratory Scale Testing
Laboratory tests both verified acceptability and helped refine the design for the concept splice.
These included both individual component testing and evaluation of prototype splices of 14in
square, 20ft long prestressed piles. In all, four 14in piles were cast and tested in four point
bending; two were spliced piles comprised of two, 10ft sections and the other two were full
length (20ft) unspliced piles used as controls. The results of these tests showed that concept
works and could restore the full cracking moment capacity in the region around the splice.
Hence, the tension capacity of the splice was shown to be comparable to the unspliced control
piles.
Lessons learned from the laboratory scale testing included:
 Use of deformed ducts was shown to have a positive effect on bending capacity and
stiffness where the spliced pile was stiffer than the unspliced control.
 Duct deformations using a 2in spacing performed as well if not better than 1in spacing
and far better than smooth duct conditions
 Grouting can be performed from the top side of the pile which eliminates the need for
anything in the cover portion of the pile thereby maintaining corrosion resistance.
 Wedge set losses can be minimized by inserting a tolerance reducing shims behind the
wedges.
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Ducts can be grouped into more convenient panels for quicker field installation.

7.2 Full Scale Testing
While the size of the piles used for laboratory trials is in fact a production pile size, larger 24in
piles were used for the full scale testing portion of this study. Three 40ft long, 24in square
prestressed piles were cast in a commercial casting yard and transported to the FDOT Structures
Research Center in Tallahassee for bending test evaluation. Of the three piles, two were full
length (40ft) control piles and one was a spliced pile comprised of two, 20ft segments.
Three types of monitoring/testing were performed: (1) monitor jacking load and surface strains
in the pile during splicing, (2) four point bending of the three 40 piles, and (3) three point
bending of undamaged 20ft segments of one control pile half and the upper half of the spliced
pile that contained twice as many strands.
Test results from the four point bending showed that the cracking moment for the spliced and
unspliced piles were the same and the ultimate bending moment of the splice pile was 96% of the
unspliced controls (Table 5.1). Stiffness of the splice was, however, noticeably higher where an
80kip applied was load achieved at 3.3in of midspan displacement in the spliced pile compared
to 5.5in in the control piles (Figure 5.30). Additionally, permanent deformation of the spliced
pile upon unloading was shown to be minimal compared to the control piles (0.4in vs 6in).
Test results from the three point bending of the upper splice pile segment showed the presence of
the additional unstressed strand left in the pile increased the ultimate bending capacity by
approximately 20% and increased the post cracking stiffness (Figure 5.42).
Lessons learned from the full scale testing included:
 Spliced pile bending strength of 636k-ft met the 600k-ft required strength (Table 2.1)
 Casting yard complications highlighted the need to keep preassembled duct panels more
flexible or use fewer ducts per assembly.
 Concreting the splice pile could be made easier by reducing the number of splicing
strands thereby using the next larger size strand (e.g. 16 – 0.6 splice strands instead of 20
– 1/2in special, etc.). This also would reduce splicing time. However, this is only more
cost effective and efficient if the reduced number of strands is divisible by 4.
 Tolerances from spring back chuck movement require the use of fixed / threaded back
chucks.
 Enhanced passageways should be considered to speed the grouting process or an even
more fluid grout may be considered.
 For both the 2nd 14in lab scale and the 24in full scale spliced piles, a tapered insert was
threaded into the bottom pile segment which helped align the pile segments. This insert
did not provide full isolation from the grout ducts. A revised duct coupler should be used
when grouting is to be performed while the epoxy is uncured.
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7.3 Pile Driving Demonstration
The experimental components of this study culminated in a driving demonstration of a 100ft
spliced pile specimen. Many of the suggested refinements from the full scale bending specimen
were incorporated making the pile both easier to cast and splice. The location of the splice was
selected to be in the upper 1/3 of the pile length as tension stresses are usually highest in this
region. The segments were therefore 30ft (upper) and 70ft (lower).
The demonstration pile was driven immediately adjacent a production test pile for the Deer
Bridge wildlife crossing on I-4 near Deland, FL. Both the test pile and demonstration pile were
instrumented with PDA to monitor tension and compression stresses incurred by a single acting
diesel pile driving hammer. A thinner than production pile cushion was used to exacerbate
tension stresses in the demonstration pile (11.75in vs 13.75in used in the production piles). This
caused tension stresses to exceed the allowable 1.25ksi reaching a maximum tension of 1.34ksi
at the splice location. Trying variations in pile cushion thickness, a maximum compression stress
of 3.6ksi was ultimately attained (exceeding the maximum allowable compression stress of
3.5ksi) after 3231 hammer blows.
At the end of drive, the PDA estimated pile capacity was 1660kips with 131blows/ft. In
comparison, the test pile was driven to 1400kips with 150blows/ft. No detrimental effects were
noted from driving despite two rather large chips on one face of the splice interface caused at the
time of pile removal from the casting bed. The post tension strand connection proved to be a
viable and durable mechanism for splicing concrete piles and withstanding driving stresses.
7.4 Splice Designs for FDOT Pile Sizes
Prestressed elements exhibit a transition zone at the ends where prestress is gradually increased
from zero at the ends to full precompression in the concrete at some transfer length into the
element. This effect is the byproduct of strand slippage near the ends during detensioning where
eventually the slippage is full restrained and the concrete bond to the strand is unbroken. While
the length of this transition/transfer length is known to exist, the magnitude is dependent on
factors such as concrete strength, strand diameter, surface roughness, etc. The concept splice
design incorporates a series of embedded post tensioning anchorages within the two pile segment
ends; their positions are staggered to tailor the superposition of post tensioning stresses and the
pre-existing prestress in the concrete such that the target level of prestress (e.g. 1000psi) is not
exceeded.
To accommodate standard FDOT pile specifications for common pile sizes, the concept design
incorporates post tensioning ducts between existing strands. The number of ducts is at most the
same as the number of strands in the pile, but can be reduced in multiples of 4 where larger post
tensioning strands are used (i.e. the same force is provided but with fewer, larger strands).
Figures 6.1-6.3 show possible duct configurations for standard pile sections. Strand patterns
using 1/2in special or 0.6in strands are preferred as this reduces congestion in the pile. Standard
1/2in strand configurations are shown only where there is no advantage to using larger splicing
strands.
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The spacing between anchorages can be selected on the basis of losses that are accompanied by a
0.11in wedge setting movement while maintaining a required post tensioning level (e.g. 1045 psi
minimum). Table 6.1 shows an example of minimum lengths between splice anchorages and
recommended values for the number of staggered locations and positions. In general, the number
of staggered locations was set to be a minimum of 4 but no more than 6. Additionally, the
distribution of staggers was set to be multiples of 2 or 4. Therefore, when used in pairs, the
stagger locations wrap around two sides of the pile like the 14in piles discussed in Chapter 4;
when used in groups of 4 (no. of strands/4), all stagger locations exist on each side like the 24in
piles discussed in Chapter 5.
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7 Splice co
onfiguration for 14in pilee using standdard 1/2in sttrand.
Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.2.
7 Splice configuration
n for 18in pille using 1/2iin special strrand.
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Figure 7.3.
7 Splice co
onfiguration for 24in pile using 1/2inn special strrand (20 splicing strandss, top;
16 splicin
ng strands, bottom).
b
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Table 7.1. Example determination of splice strand and anchor layouts.
Pile Size (in)
14
18
24
Strand Pattern
8 - 1/2in
12 - 1/2in sp
20 - 1/2in sp
No. Strands
8
12
20
Fu (ksi)
270
270
270
A str (in2)
0.153
0.167
0.167
Jacking Force (kips)
33.048
36.072
36.072
Target Prestress (psi)
1045
1045
1045
Reqd Strand Force (kips)
25.6025
28.215
30.096
Wedge Travel (in)
0.11
0.11
0.11
Min length (in)
65.6
67.8
89.1
Recommended length (in)
72
72
96
No. Staggers
4
6
5
Anchor 1
14
18
24
Anchor 2
29
25
36
Anchor 3
43
32
48
Anchor 4
58
40
60
Anchor 5
47
72
Anchor 6
54

24
16 - 0.6in
16
270
0.22
47.52
1045
37.62
0.11
70.9
96
4
24
40
56
72

7.4 Summary
The findings of this study suggest that the concept splice design can effectively restore full
capacity for the purposes of withstanding pile driving installation and structural loading. Therein,
full prestress levels were transferred through the splice zone which no other commercial method
provides. Although the originally proposed splicing scheme considered anchorages that breached
the concrete cover, the finalized version preserves the integrity of the cover and maintains the
same corrosion resistance/durability of unspliced, one-piece piles.
Components used to provide the post tension anchorages for this study were fabricated at USF
on a case-by-case basis depending on the casting bed, pile size, and strand layout/configurations.
However, the recommended splicing schemes (Table 7.1 and Figures 7.1 – 7.3) were tailored to
accommodate standard FDOT pile dimensions and strand configurations and therefore should be
readily adaptable to most commercial casting yards. It is envisioned that post tension component
suppliers will be able to quickly develop a line of components for the express purpose of
supporting the concept splice design presented herein.
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Appendix A
Properties of Materials (QPL Approved).



Precast Segmental Epoxy Adhesive



High Performance Cable Grout



Delivery Tickets for Class V Pile Concrete



½” Diameter, Grade 270, LRS Prestressing Strand



Multiple Use Prestressing Strand Chucks
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Figure A..1. Dural 106
6 Precast Seegmental Epooxy Adhesivve
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Figu
ure A.2. Durral 106 Preccast Segmenttal Epoxy Addhesive (conntinued)

224

Figure A.3. Euco Cabble Grout PT
TX
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Figu
ure A.4. Eucco Cable Groout PTX (conntinued)
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Figuree A.5. Concrrete delivery ticket from first lab scaale (14 in.) piile casting.

227

Figurre A.6. Conccrete mix deesign from fiirst lab scalee (14 in.) pilee casting.
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Figure A.7. Concrette delivery tiicket from seecond lab sccale (14 in.) pile casting..
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Figuree A.8. Concrrete mix desiign from seccond lab scalle (14 in.) piile casting.
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Tab
ble A.1. Con
ncrete cylindder break strrengths.
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Figure A.12. Seating losses using PSI/PAUL strand chucks modified with spacers of
variable thickness.
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Appendix B
FDOT Specifications for square concrete prestressed piles
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Figure B.1. 14 in.. square pile (FDOT indeex 20614)
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Figure B.2. 18 in.. square pile (FDOT indeex 20618)
236

Figure B.3. 24 in.. square pile (FDOT indeex 20624)
237

Figure B.4. 30 in.. square pile (FDOT indeex 20630)
238

Figure B.5. Notes and details for squ
uare prestresssed concrette piles (FDO
OT index 20600)
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Appendix C

Load versus Strain Relationships for Standard Control Pile
(24in full scale 4-point bending test)
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The load versus strain relationships for gages of standard control piles are shown in this
appendix C from Figure C.1 to figure C.4.
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Figure C.1. Load vs strain for top gages 2, 4, 14, and 16.
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Figure C.2. Load vs strain for bottom gages 1, 3, 5, 15, 17, and 18.
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Figure C.3. Load vs strain for east side gages 6, 8, 11, and 13.
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Figure C.4. Load vs strain for west side gages 7, 9, 10, and 12.
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Appendix D

Load versus Strain Relationships for Three-Point Bending Tests
(24in full scale 3-point bending test)
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Figure D.1. Load vs strain for top gages 2 and 3 for spliced segment
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Figure D.2. Load vs strain for top gages 1 and 4 for spliced segment
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Figure D.3. Load vs strain for top gages 2 and 3 for control segment
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Figure D.4. Load vs strain for top gages 1 and 4 for control segment
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Appendix E
Demonstration Pile Driving Specimen


Revised Bearing Plate



Sixteen 0.6in strand configuration



Revised alignment dowel and seal



I-4 Deer Crossing Plan Sheets and Soil Borings



End Bent 3-3 Pile 1 PDA Driving Summary



End Bent 3-3 Pile 1 Field



End Bent 3-3 Pile 1-1 PDA Driving Summary



End Bent 3-3 Pile 1-1 Field
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Figurre E.1. Revissed Bearing Plate Designn for 0.6in oor 0.5in strannd chucks.

Figurre E.2. Sixteeen 0.6in straand configurration with reevised bearing plates.
247

Figuree E.3. Reviseed alignmentt dowel and grout seal.

248

.

Table E.1. Concrete cylinder break strengths for 24 in. full scale tests.
Concrete Age
(days)

Cylinder 1
f'c (psi)

Cylinder 2
f'c (psi)

Average
f'c (psi)

Note

3
5
32

7710
8375
10804

8275
8513
10473

7993
8444
10639

Bed detensioned at 3 days
Pile spliced at 4 days
Pile driven at 27 days
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Figurre E.4. Deer Bridge Pile Layout (plaans sheet).
250

Figure E..5. Deer Brid
dge Pile Dessign Criteria (plans sheett).
251

Figurre E.6. Deer Bridge boriing logs (plaans sheet).
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Figure E.7. Test Pile PD
DA pile drivving summarry (Page 1 off 5).
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Figure E.8. Test Pile PD
DA pile drivving summarry (Page 2 off 5).
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Figure E.9. Test Pile PD
DA pile drivving summarry (Page 3 off 5).
255

Figure E.10. Test Pile PDA
P
pile drivving summaary (Page 4 of 5).
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Figure E.11. Test Pile PDA
P
pile drivving summaary (Page 5 of 5).
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Figurre E.12. Testt Pile Drivinng Logs (Pagge 1 of 2).
258

Figurre E.13. Testt Pile Drivinng Logs (Pagge 2 of 2).
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Figure E.14. Test Pile PDA
P
pile drivving summaary (Page 1 of 9).
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Figure E.15. Test Pile PDA
P
pile drivving summaary (Page 2 of 9).
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Figure E.16. Test Pile PDA
P
pile drivving summaary (Page 3 of 9).
262

Figure E.17. Test Pile PDA
P
pile drivving summaary (Page 4 of 9).
263

Figure E.18. Test Pile PDA
P
pile drivving summaary (Page 5 of 9).
264

Figure E.19. Test Pile PDA
P
pile drivving summaary (Page 6 of 9).
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Figure E.20. Test Pile PDA
P
pile drivving summaary (Page 7 of 9).
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Figure E.21. Test Pile PDA
P
pile drivving summaary (Page 8 of 9).
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Figure E.22. Test Pile PDA
P
pile drivving summaary (Page 9 of 9).
268

Figuree E.23. Splicce Pile Driviing Logs (Paage 1 of 2).

269

Figuree E.24. Splicce Pile Driviing Logs (Paage 2 of 2).
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